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Interview #1 Earl Lousier and Harry Gairns June 29, 1999 

Side 1 

Harry: You either start talking about forest policy in 1941 or '42 or something. 

Earl: Oh, I don't know what they want. 

Harry: I'd like to make a suggestion. If you have some questions .... We can 
ramble on and ramble on forever and we'd be here until about this time next 
week. Do you have some specific questions of what you want answered to 
complete your whatever you're calling it? Then that might lead to . 
questions/answers/questions/answers, then maybe we can get somewhere by doing 
that. I can start rambling if you want me to start rambling. I don't know where 
shall I start. 

Tracy: I guess, really, we do want you to start with that horridly big question. 
We're interested really in understanding how the industry changed. What kinds of 
changes really affected your everyday work? I guess in terms, I mean, asking you 
generally about policy, I don't know whether you can really respond that way, but 
maybe more technological change, what you saw over the years. Is that too broad 
a question? I know it's a biggee. 

Earl: I have to think about it you know. 

Harry: Easiest way probably is to probably picture what it was like when you 
started and then go on and just jump ahead a few years and think about what it 
was like next, and so on, because if you sort of take a place in time, you'll see the 
changes and it will be easier. 

Earl: In the '40s, early '40s, I remember when the first faller tractor lay on the 
East Line, about 1945. The first ever up at Sinclair Spruce. At that time there was 
no machinery, there wasn't machinery. We used to use gun powder to blow the 
stumps. Lots of roads were planks anyway, and yeah, there was nothing like ... and 
when the trucks did come, there was nothing [comment inaudible]. I can 
remember in early about '40s, '44? The logging in that particular operation was in 
the summer time, you logged along the Fraser River, even with horses, or later 
with Kansas dump, dumped it, or in the winter time, decked it and then dumped it, 
and floated it down. Everything was on the water in those days. There was no dry 
land. And then in the winter, the logs were hauled to the riverbank and decked and 
eventually dumped into the water. I can remember, we were on a gang, gypo gang 
we called it. It was a 4 man gang, team of horses and a teamster, swamper, and 2 
fallers, one on each end of the [??], and we had to ... if you didn't want to you 
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didn't have to, but we walked 5 miles in the morning, and we walked 5 miles back 
at night. We were happy, whistling, happier than hell, and saying, "by God, I think 
we made $10 bucks today". That was our goal was to get out so many logs a day. I 
was on the end of a cross-cut saw with Matt McLeod and we were all young. 
You've got to remember, at that time you were either 16 or 17 years old or in the 
army, eh! It was a lot of old people and young people and so our gypo crew, if it 
hadn't have been for Matt McLeod, we probably wouldn't have made $5 a day but 
he knew what to do, eh. And we'd light a little fire to come to tea for lunch, thaw 
out the sandwiches that were frozen and we weren't complaining. We were 
happier than hell, okay, believe me. I was no more than ... I didn't weigh anymore 
than 130 pounds soaking wet. And Matt McLeod, who was about 50 at that time, 
probably weighed maybe[??], but nobody cut any more logs than we did. We 
were tough and quick. 

Tracy: Were you paid by the tree then? How were you paid? 

Earl: By the ... scale at that time, and that was the old scale where the old scaler's 
thumb used to go down the rule all the time, you know. 

Harry: [??] 4 feet. 

Earl: What was the name of that? 

Harry: oh, it was the BC Board Foot Log [??] 

Earl: That's what it was, okay. There was automatically a 33% overrun built into 
the rule. 

Harry: It only measured the top end, the bottom end [inaudible], that's where the 
log was. The less logging you get out of it, practically. 

Earl: That's right. These are things that ... honestly, at that time we didn't even 
know that, eh. I found that out after I got into management. I thought, oh geez, 
this is the way that happened. But anyway, no, we used to buck, the two of us 
would buck the tree, and then we had to fall it into lengths, then the swamper 
would, if there's any windfalls in the way ... remember now, a team of horses has 
to come and pick up ... not pick up but drag these logs ... get these logs to the 
landing. I don't know. We worked hard. Matt McLeod and I, we were coming 
home at night, we'd pass everybody. Boy it's nice to be young again. So that was 
one part of life. And there was probably about 10 of these gypo crews in our 
operation at one time. We'd all line up in the morning, I can remember it was 
cold. Every crew had it, you know, horses. And everybody had a cross-cut saw 
over their shoulder and walking out to work and back again. 
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Harry: Remember Earl, eventually we took only the trees that were over 20 inches 
in diameter. 

Earl: Harry, we left ... we logged it after [??] 

Male: Just the very biggest trees would go. 

Earl: No, no we wouldn't. We'd take the ax and hit it and "that was no good, 
leave the suckers down there", eh, you know. And the balsam wood tree, we 
didn't take any. 

Harry: Just spruce trees only. So it was at least 10 inches at the top in stock. 

Earl: Exactly. Whenever ... 

Harry: Even that was too small. 

Earl: You didn't worry about the top. Whenever the measurement comes, you ... 

Harry: You usually broke off some [comment inaudible] 

Dan: You talked to me several times about getting into some of the spruce so big 
it would take you a whole day to fell some trees ... 

Earl: Not some, one. 

Harry: We had a tree ... Our crosscut was a 5'6" and it wouldn't go through. It 
wouldn't go through. And it was right on a little creek and we had ... it was 
leaning ... we let it go that way, we lost it. We weren't going to get it. We've got 
to bring it this way. We probably had to wedge it up that high. Remember now, 
that sucker's 6 foot. And to go ... they had to go around with the saw, chop out so 
you can get the saw under a little further, and then even where you wedged, you 
start driving wedges, and you make wedges out of wood, that's not like today. 
And finally, it took us all day to fall and buck one tree. We got, let me think now, 
we had to start out with 12 foot because horse would never pull that damn log. We 
ended up with maybe about 5 12 footers or something. And it broke off at about 
14 inches [comment inaudible]. That sucker must have been 100 and some tall. 
That's the only one. We never made any money that day. That's like the biggest 
spruce I'd ever seen were at Penny. 

Earl: You know, Harry, it was nothing to have them like this one right after the 
other. Okay? But this was unusual, this one. [??] Thank God for Matt McLeod, 
we'd have never got that down with so many inexperienced fallers. But to fall 
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that, there was probably trouble all the way down the line. We've got trouble with 
it and everybody [comment inaudible due to laughter] 

Earl: And it wasn't long after that trucks arrived, you know. 

Dan??: So what were they doing then, loading them on sleighs and pulling them 
out with horses from your land? 

Earl: No, this guy used to truck them. [comment inaudible] I remember in 
Manitoba, there was ice roads .... Have you heard of ice roads?. You have, eh. And 
the only machine that was in the whole camp and sawmill complex was the little 
faller tractor which was similar, probably compared today to a D2 or something, 
just a little faller, eh. But at that time, it was maybe 3 or 4 of these sleighs eh, on 
the ice road and then it was rutted so the sleighs would run right in the crack and 
they always had, when you loaded these loads, you also have a little bit of road 
that was [favourable??] grade, or you'd never get started. And it would take 
maybe 4 sleighs ... and these were sleighs that were ... there was no stakes. These 
were the lumberjacks that could build these roads of logs without stakes. They'd 
build a pyramid like that and load it with horses and the jammers, you know. The 
horses {inaudible], and then this little tractor would go right into the sawmill with 
these, I think it's around 3 or 4 sleighs behind him. It wasn't [inaudible??] like 
this. [comment inaudible]. But here in Penny, no I think the first ... it was about 5 
miles out of [inaudible??]. There must have been trucks that time too. I think there 
was. I don't remember any. 

Dan??: Or even in the 50's they were loading still with horses. 

Harry: [Horse??] saws and trucks ... but the loading was with horses. That doesn't 
sound like you could do that but just put a little A frame and then they put the line 
on the horse and you'd just back up and then they'd hook two prongs onto the log 
and the horse would go ahead and lift the log up and then they'd put it in place, 
back up and [inaudible ??]. 

Earl: It's too bad you can't see that because we've seen it ... 

Harry: It would sort of skip behind the horse and the guy would stand on that and 
ride back to camp. 

Earl: I tell you, you had to be innovative in those days too. 

Tracy: I wonder if they have movies of that anywhere. 

Earl: Oh, there have got to be pictures. I haven't got any. 
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Harry: Should be. Forest Service in Victoria, I think, should have some. 

Earl: Yeah, thanks Harry, I didn't know that because there's got to be records of 
this at one end. 

Gail: How did it work with the land? Did the sawmill at Penny have so much of a 
tenure and then how did you decide where to go on a given day? 

Harry: They would get timber sales in those days. You'd just pick a piece of 
timber, Yi a square mile or something, and apply for it as a timber sale. And the 
Forest Service's forest management ... I mean I only came in 1955 when it was 
still a bit somewhere. Their forest management was just administering the sale of 
timber and fighting forest fires, and so on. Because the problem with [inaudible 
??] was administering a third of the amount of timber that was out there. So it 
would be a timber sale and it would probably have ... I don't know about in the 
'40s but by the '50s it would have some kind of a diameter below which you 
couldn't harvest. Below which nobody wanted to harvest anyway. 

Gamet: So it was still selective? 

Harry: You could call it selective but it would be termed high grading. 

[laughter here] 

Earl: That's a bad word Harry. 

Harry: Cost-cutting, You accuse us of doing that. But it was the standard ... 

Dan:?? I know Harry, I know. 

Harry: There's nothing wrong with it. 

Dan??: Exactly. 

Harry: As you said, you go back later and pick up the rest of it anyway. 

Earl: At Tezzeron Lake, we were in the area that they were experimenting and 
that's when you came. First it was the diameter limits and then they started 
painting the trees that you could take or leave what wasn't, something like that. 
And there was one experiment ... 

Harry: They had the timber sale, of course about probably 5 square miles, and it 
was supposed to last a winter but it was still going about 10 years later. It was like 
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a dog-patch ham. You could keep working on that one forever. 

Harry: I think some of these areas were logged twice after we were there. 

Earl: Easily, I'm sure. And that's not really all ... the trees were bigger, it's partly 
that but mostly the standards of what you could use just kept dropping. 

Harry: You didn't mention but I suspect that all they did later, they used ice 
bridges across the Fraser River to take logs to the mill in the winter time. 

Earl: That was after I left. 

Harry: It was, eh. 

Earl: That's when Northwood took over. Not Northwood, Thirsten's. 

Harry: Thirsten, right. 

Earl: I had left before that. 

Gail: What do you mean by ice bridge? 

Harry: Well they just kept ... in the fall they usually put a few logs in the river just 
to start backing up the ice, you know, you'd get a little bit of ice flow, until they 
get a little more ice and then when you could walk on it, they'd maybe cut holes 
and take pumps out there, pump water on top of it and build up enough ice that a 
driver could take that D8 cab across and at that time, they had got to the stage 
where they were pulling the logs. You didn't load them any more. They just 
hooked them up on the truck, pull the ends up in the air and took off with what are 
called [March??] trucks. They brought them across the river in the winter time. In 
fact, at that time they were logging just straight across the river from the mill. It 
was fantastic. 

Earl: My brother-in-law had a trap line across there and then the spring breakup, 
after ... in those days, the sawmills only run in the summer time because it was 
warm. In the winter time you either went logging or you may be working in a 
planer mill. Come break up, there was a period of time when there was nothing 
until the ice went out and you start the sawmill up. I went out with my brother-in
law' strap line. They built a cabin, a trapper's cabin, across there so our trail went 
all the way ... we were up at about [Thunder??] Creek and we came back. We 
were at Half-Moon Lake and all the way back, we walked all through that and it 
was just like a park in there with those spruce trees. 
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Harry: And cedar. 

Earl: Oh yeah. Some big ones too. It was so clean. There was no windfall or very 
little. 

Harry: And not much daylight. 

Earl: No, that's right. Wouldn't you say that was the most prime spruce growing? 

Harry: Mixed in with cedar. It was about 40 feet taller than the cedar trees. It was 
amazing. 

Garnet: You talked about the ice bridge carrying ... when the water is low, you can 
still see the pilings on the side. You talked about laying the logs along the pole. 

Earl: They may have actually even built a [ice?] bridge there at one point. 

Garnet: I asked about that because it's not often I've been here in the fall when the 
water has been so low that you can see the pilings. And I asked about it and they 
said that they would use those to string the logs on. 

Harry: Oh I see, just to get a straight bridge. 

Garnet: Ice bridge. So you're right, they would put the logs down that would lay 
in the pole and they would freeze in place and they would just keep dumping 
water on it. So you'd have to sort of get out an ice bridge with ice [inaudible??]. 

Harry: 14 inches is enough to run a D7 Cat. 

Garnet: Yeah, that's what they were telling me. They would just keep pouring 
water on it. 

Harry: They used to build one of those at [Anspaugh??] because that was the only 
way to get ... you could only drive to Sinclair Mills in the winter time and then 
they had a ferry out there in the summer. But in the winter they had an ice bridge 
across from there as well. 

Garnet: Where abouts ... to get through from ... 

Harry: Upper Fraser to go to Sinclair. 

Garnet: Oh yeah. 
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Harry: There was a ferry there in the summer time. 

Earl: By the bridge, the railroad bridge? 

Harry: Yeah, just near the bridge. That's right. But in the spring every year, you 
had to drive across with car doors open because it would allow you to get in and it 
would also keep the car up when it started to sink. 

[laughter here] 

Dan:?? Tell the story of walking across the [inaudible ??], with one foot in the 
[ comment unclear] 

Earl: or do you want me to tell them about [inaudible??]. You didn't know I was 
a trapper at one time, did you Harry? No. I was only an assistant. I knew about as 
much about trapping as about flying a jet. But anyway, during this break up time, 
we were over there building this cabin eh, and we were taking a week's grub over 
there and working on this cabin, and also trapping beavers at that time of the year. 
That's the best time of the year to trap beaver. And anyway, to get across the river, 
this one time, when we come back, boy it was just nip and tuck for us to walk 
across because now you could see the ice was going to start moving. But we still 
walked across. And then going back, well we're not going to walk across this 
time. The ice was just starting to move in the spring. So we took the canoe and we 
took a 2 x 10, 12 feet long, 10 or 12, I forget. One foot in the canoe, one hand on 
the edge of the canoe, and one foot on the 2 x 10, 2 x 12, [inaudible??] got us 
across the Fraser River there, right there. You know, and of course when we had 
to have the canoe over there because we knew that later [inaudible ??] the track. 
That was unbelieveable. 

Harry: Later you got smart. Probably you wouldn't have done that later on when 
you got smarter. 

Earl: Yeah, that was the only time that I was out there with him and you know, we 
come in, we got ... oh there are some stories. I think we got about 10 or 12 beaver 
and [??] some mink that were ... you set the traps right in the creeks eh, and so of 
course the minks are in there too and so we caught a couple of beautiful big mink. 
And then when we're all done, we've got to go to Prince George with these furs to 
sell them. About 2 or 3 of these guys in Prince George were buying fur. I'll never 
forget [inaudible??]. We'd go from one ... Pretty soon, all day long from one to 
another and they were bidding on these furs. And the old fellow, he was taking no 
[inaudible??]. These guys, we'd stop for coffee and they'd be following us in the 
coffee shop, "come on". So we ended up ... money at that time was quite a lot of 
dollars. We averaged $105 for each beaver at that time. And just for your 
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information, when we got back we grabbed [comment inaudible]. That's the kind 
of guy he was. 

Gail: Did a lot of the guys have trap lines? 

Earl: No. [comment inaudible].! can tell you a story about who owned that trap 
line too. But we're just rambling here. 

Harry: Tell me Earl, in one camp you had a bunkhouse of some sort where you 
stayed didn't you? 

Earl: Yeah, there were bunkhouses in some ... there were a half a dozen ... shack 
we used to call them, two man shack, depending on how many was ... how 
important you were to the company. I stuck with it. 

Harry: A company run bunkhouse. 

Earl: Oh yeah. A dollar a day for your board, room. The food was good. 

Harry: How about the gambling? Was there gambling in the ... 

Earl: Yeah. There was in the washroom, that's where ... the lights went out at 
10:00. When you're there to work but there were some gamblers in there, they 
took out of the bunk .... In between the bunkhouses there was a washroom. You 
didn't want to stick around there, that's where all the bloody dirty socks were 
drying out. Oh! I could tell you about bed bugs too. 

Harry: I just remember Upper Fraser. After pay day there was big gambling. And 
they'd start off with a dollar bet, and a dollar was a lot of money, and all kinds of 
money on the table. As it wore through to the next day, it was down to pennies. 
As soon as pay day was there again, it was dollars. Lots of guys must have 
gambled their whole pay away. 

Earl: I'm sure Harry, there was guys in that camp that were there for that purpose. 
They had a job but they were there really for gambling. 

Harry: Rip the money off the other guys. 

Earl: Well, we were getting 35 cents an hour, eh. In Manitoba I got 10 cents an 
hour. A dollar a day for a ten hour day. So the first winter when I got the job out 
here in Penny I was [inaudible ??], but anyway, I had worked all winter in this 
camp. The only day off was Christmas. The only access was by rail. You couldn't 
even come home for Christmas. You can't because you have to be out at work on 
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Boxing Day. So you stayed in camp all winter. And I come out in Spring ... there 
was no pay day. There was a commissary - buy all your chocolate bars or socks or 
mitts or overalls, anything you needed. Then if you wanted $5 or a [drag??] once 
in awhile, they'd give it to you. Then in the Spring you got paid all your payments. 
Okay, I've got enough money left, I stopped in my home town [inaudible??] to 
visit with my mother for a week and I had a ticket to Prince George or Penny, and 
that's all the money I had all winter, to pay for that ticket, Prince George or 
Penny. It shows you how little it was but I mean, it didn't matter. 

Harry: Just an existence, that's about all. 

Earl: Yeah, but I mean we were still happy to have a job you know, and never 
complained. God, when you listen today, not today, 25 years ago it started. I got 
fed up with listening to it. They haven't got a clue what it's like to go through 
that. 

[comment inaudible -probably something about thumping fingers on table - sound 
coming through table] 

[laughter here] 

Gamet: It'll come through. [inaudible ???] pick it up. 

Tracy: I'm just curious again about the pay. First you were talking about being 
paid per hour and then by the cut, so was it both? 

Earl: By the cut? 

Tracy: Yeah, how much you cut? 

Earl: When you were gypo, it was logging. Now we're talking about the sawmill. I 
only worked in the woods that one winter. My ambition was to get into a sawmill 
and follow my parents, and my uncles, and my grandparents, into the sawmill, 
especially to be a sawyer okay. Funny how you have an idea that you want to be a 
sawyer. But I became a sawyer when I was 21 years old and I quit it because the 
last sawyer I was with was 75 going on 80. I figured he was going nuts. So I said, 
"I'm going to avoid that. I'm getting the hell out of there. I can go nuts some 
other way". And that's when I went and left. But to answer your question, one was 
in the ... I don't know if there was anyone in the woods working by the hour. I 
guess the guys that were boating on the jammer and a few people who are 
bucking. Mostly it was all contract. If you didn't produce, you didn't get money 
but everybody produced. Now when you worked in the sawmill or the 
manufacturing end of it, it was all per hour. 
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Gamet: [question inaudible - something about working in gypo) 

Earl: I don't know. I can't answer that. 

Harry: That's what the contract logger was always called, on the coast and 
everywhere. The gypo [inaudible ??] was an owner operator. It probably relates to 
gypsy in some way. 

[laughter here] 

Earl: Well I'll tell you, there was all kinds of characters in those bloody camps, 
holy cow. Drunks. 

Harry: You know, the best men were drunks, when they weren't drunk. 

Earl: They worked for 2 or 3 months and then they had to go to town and booze it 
up against the [wall???]. 

Harry: There had to be big conductors on the train to handle these guys and get 
them off again. 

Earl: Do you remember Douglas, Douglas was his name? 

Harry: Yeah. 

Earl: Tiny. 

Harry: Great big guy. And really he would know which station these guys were 
supposed to get off at because they wouldn't know where they were or what time 
of day it was or anything else. They'd be really drunk going out from town and it 
always left here at 11:00 at night or something, the train leaves, and so they drunk 
all day and then they'd stagger on the train, or somebody would put them on the 
train. These guys were ... 

Earl: Your mother and I were in Prince George. We used to go ... that was really a 
highlight to make a trip to Prince George once every year, maybe twice a year. 
And sometimes you had to see a doctor. And a lot of times we get those [inaudible 
??] lumberjack, we met them on the street, we were walking on the street, and 
here's Gillespie coming down the bloody street. Good God you know, but he's in 
pretty tough shape. "God" he says, "'ve got to get back to camp. Can you lend me 
$5 ", you know. "I've got to go in ... ". Prince George hotel was just up there, "I've 
got to go up into the hotel and have a bath and shower and get back to camp". So 
I'd give him $5 bucks. So I thought, I'm just going to wait and see where that 
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sucker goes. He didn't go into the hotel at all. He went into the bloody beer 
parlour. He was not on that train that night because we were on the train that 
night. I don't know when Gillespie got back but that was the type of guy .... When 
I say he was a good man, he was probably a top loader or something like that. 

Harry: Once they got sobered up, in fact, they'd work. 

Earl: Oh, there was none better than them guys. They had not too many of them 
do that. 

Gail: And there was no drinking in camp. 

Harry: Oh yeah, very little from what I saw. 

Earl: Oh yeah, there's very little. But talking about Gillespie, you know. To make 
this story really [comment inaudible]. 

Dan: You won't tell them anything they haven't heard already. 

Earl: Okay, here it goes. Anyway, somebody in camp, in the big bunkhouse, stole 
a bottle of booze from somebody who had it tucked under their bed, their bunk. 
So he started making the rounds accusing everybody. "Did you steal my bottle?" 
He come to Gillespie and I was just in the bunk. And Gillespie, what about you? 
No. And he says to Gillespie, "I know you son-of-a-bitch. You would suck whisky 
out of a pig's ... but you would not steal it". He says, "I know you". I left a word 
out there. That's the way they were. They were characters. You know the trough 
to water the horses everyday, they'd bring the horses .... A lot of them, firstly 
they'd come out of bed and they'd go right out there to that trough in that cold 
water and just splash themselves. Then they would head out for breakfast. God 
they were tough. 

Harry: Well you'd better talk about breakfast, if it was like .... I was [inaudible 
??]. Later on it was a race to see who would be out first, for some reason, I don't 
know. The first time I ever went in a logging camp, I was still putting the cream 
and sugar on my cereal and tidying it up and the first guy finished and he was 
gone and he'd had 4 eggs and a big bowl of cereal. 

Earl: [comment inaudible] ... he got the most to eat. 

Harry: Oh man alive. It was incredible. For some reason, I mean they must have 
all had very bad indigestion and everything else. 

Earl: I was a pretty young guy and I didn't spend too many days in a cabin but 
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enough to know what it was like there. I don't remember that rush but I do know, 
I've seen a lot of guys with pie slide the whole bloody pie off of the pie plate right 
onto their plate and eat the whole pie after they'd finished. The food was lots of 
food and good food. 

Harry: Generally. Upper Fraser was renowned for the poorest but most of them 
were good. 

Earl: Yeah, because I was surprised at how we ever got away with it because that 
crew was just rebelling. 

Harry: The guy came ... the owner would eat in the cookhouse once a week to 
prove it could be done. He was part owner, Cec LeClair. 

Earl: Yeah. 

Harry: He was a tyrant. There's no doubt about that. 

Earl: See, I know about Cec LeClair, eh. And I knew him before they put him in 
there as a manager. He worked with Victor, a friend. And Upper Fraser was built 
by Don McPhee and Lloyd Spurr, or they owned it. 

Harry: It was sort of joint ownership there, Sinclair and Upper Fraser and Eagle 
Lake I guess, eh. 

Earl: Well, Lloyd Spurr owned Eagle Lake, Don McPhee owned Sinclair Mills, 
and the two of them together built 104 at that time. That's what they called it, 104. 

Harry: 104 from McBride, eh. All the mileages are from McBride. Mile 98. 

Earl: But Cec LeClair, he was young and he did a good job. 

Harry: Oh, he used to do a good job. 

Earl: You know, Sinclair Mills owned by McPhee was the only sawmill that 
operated during the depression. He was the only one that kept going. The others 
were [inaudible]. That's before my time. I was told that, that he was ... Mind you, 
there was only so much market, so much demand and so it was smart to operate, 
drive it further down. That was a shrewd man. He was the first one who started 
trucking too, the first cat came. [inaudible]. That's when he built the road around 
the back of Sinclair Mills, crews back there, [comment inaudible - something 
about the stumps that are over there]. 
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Harry: Oh you mean the height of the stumps. Oh there's a log in some of those 
stumps. In those days, there was none of this business of digging down to the 
ground, to cut it off close to the ground. In the winter time, there was 10 feet of 
snow and the guy was a tall faller and he was cutting off of his waist. There was 
also 10 feet of snow plus another 3 feet, that meant 13 feet of stump. And in fact, 
they put spring boards in some of those to get away from the flare [inaudible??], 
they'd just put notches in and drive a couple of boards in there and stand up and 
cut it higher. They weren't quite as eager as Earl was to cut this great big tree. 

Earl: We got up as high as we could on that to avoid that, we didn't notch it but 
we got up as high as we could because of the length of our saw. But anyway, you 
go back there, and they've relogged this. That was in later years. There were all 
these stumps, normally, because of the height of the snow. We got so much snow 
back then. 

Harry: There was quite a bit of opposition to the change to try and cut the board 
because the fallers all felt that if they dug a hole down in there, they were trapped. 
They'd have to dig out an escape tunnel as well, to run out when the tree fell so as 
a result, in the really deep snow areas, they don't go out in the middle of the 
winter now. They take those areas in the fall, some time in the late spring or 
something, but they don't take them in the height of the winter because they just 
can't ... it's unsafe. 

Tracy: So this is a change in Victoria that you have to cut it down? 

Harry: Oh well, it's a part of closer utilization. There's a lot of wood. It's 
amazing. 

Earl: We're talking about in those days, there was ... the controls were not 
[inaudible] 

Harry: But every foot at the bottom of the tree is about 3 or 4% of the log. It's a 
huge ... you're leaving huge volumes behind. Even the companies realized they 
were wasting wood. 

Earl: There were so many trees we couldn't see the ... what's the saying, "couldn't 
see the tree for the bush", "the bush for the trees", or something. 

Harry: Never thought the rest would be in [inaudible ???]. One of the things you 
mentioned Earl was use of the river. They may not sort of understand how the logs 
get down the river. They were not boomed down the river, they were just loose 
logs floating down the river. 
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Gail: Oh really, I didn't know that. 

Harry: And they had what they called [bin??] booms in the river, and they weren't 
stuck out. They'd be just lying along the shore. They had a, I don't know, 2 x 6, or 
2 x 8, whatever, on each one and they could crop that out with a stick. It laid in 
the water and then the current would force the main log out and the next log 
would have [inaudible??]. So this thing would be gradually stuck out in the river. 
Now they would direct the logs towards one side of the river. They'd have those 
... oh, of course they'd also have them where there were sandbars, to keep them all 
away from the sandbars so they wouldn't hang up there. And then they'd have the 
reverse, a bunch of pylons out, to catch the logs, above the mill. It would just sort 
of tumble down into the mill and so you would catch them there. But they drove 
the logs down, basically single logs, plus they dumped a whole bunch, but 
basically they were single logs floating down the river. 

Gail: And was there anyone sort of on the river ... 

Harry: With boats, oh yeah, with boats. 

Earl: Some of them would get hung up, the water was going up and sometimes the 
water would change overnightly or weekly. 

Harry: Stuff them with PVS. 

Earl: Oh yeah, that was the man came around [inaudible ??], "now we're going to 
clean up the river", eh. All the way up from the Upper Fraser, all the way down 
Penny, [comment inaudible] 

Harry: I mean lots of logs would have a little breakage and boom some place. 
They all went to, a lot went to Quesnel because they picked up ... they used the 
river too. And so that was the last place where they could get picked up. So they 
got lots of logs from all up the river. 

Earl: Oh God, I'm glad you mentioned that. 

Harry: Pick up the logs end ways out of the water. They'd have platforms out into 
the water, guys working with hooks and pipe holes, pulled them along and then 
they'd catch on this chain that was running on a conveyor, like a chain conveyor, 
pulled the logs end ways with a jack ladder. And it was thought, I think that that 
was the only way that you could feed a mill because if you built a mill anywhere 
in this country, if you didn't have a river, you built it on a lake so that you could 
put logs in the lake and then pull them out with a jack ladder. Because nobody 
thought that you could put a log into a mill without having it in the water first. 
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Earl: And when it was proved it was too expensive, they got away from the water. 

Harry: [comment inaudible] But those logs were a bit of a hazard in the river, 
boating and stuff, because some of them would be half sunk and everything else. 
There was a guy up at Sinclair, Ray Mueller, and he used to boat on the river a 
lot. And there's a canyon in the Fraser River above Sinclair Mills. 

Earl: What's it called? 

Harry: The Grand Canyon 

Earl: The Grand Canyon 

Harry: The Grand Canyon of the Fraser, and when he came to that, he'd stop at 
the bottom, put a steel sheer pin in the boulder, put two life jackets on and then 
we'd go through, and the problem was that a log could come straight up out of the 
bottom and oh these whirlpools and stuff, it would take a lot of [inaudible??]. 

Earl: If they were driving the river at the time you were going through, it was 
actually pretty dangerous. 

Harry: [comment inaudible] 

Earl: All the boats, you see, were low because the guys were working out of the 
boats. They would have to work over the edge of the boat to open these. booms. 
They were a river boat and river boats are a bit low. We went through the Grand 
Canyon and I thought it was great. I had the guy up front taking pictures. I've been 
through it before but we took two big rollers in the front and then the back of the 
boat was up in the air. I couldn't steer it. 

Harry: So the boat would be half full of water and then at the middle of the Grand 
Canyon there's a big basin that's quiet water and the boater sunk down enough 
that he could get ashore. 

Earl: He went ashore. 

Harry: Took everything out, dried it all out. 

Gail: Was there a hierarchy of jobs, like were the boaters considered more talented 
or were they .... Were the people who worked in the boats considered more 
talented or less talented, or having different skills. Was it sort of a hierarchy of 
positions? 
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Harry: I mean there would be in the woods department of some sort. 

Earl: Yeah. There was, then Ray Bueller did do that. It was other guys too. He was 
one of [inaudible ??] from Sinclair Mills boating on the river. He was in charge of 
the logging for Upper ... 

Harry: Yeah. 

Earl: And Penny had Steve Fowler. He was in charge of logging, and when you 
went down to rear, to clean up the rear of the river, they used to call it, in the fall, 
some of this stuff was 30-40 stumps, some of these logs - and they were all 40 and 
60 footers, okay, and these were hung up on gravel bars, whatever, and it was the 
[febees??] and the [canthooks??] that 3 or 4 guys that had to roll this sucker. And 
it might have been that size, roll them back out into the water so they could float it 
back down to the mill. And it was a killer - a man killer. And not too many guys 
would go out with them to do that. He used to do that because he was like a bull 
himself and he used to expect everybody to [ work??] as hard as he did. Yeah, and 
I remember one guy, he come back and ... not Steve, this is Bill Wark, and he 
says this Fraser River is full from one end to the other. Let's just get down there 
and pull some more. That was horrible work. Interesting. You forget all about 
these things there you know. It's nice ... I'm enjoying this. I'm so glad you come 
because it's helpful. 

Harry: The other day, I thought am I going to remember names even, so I wrote 
down ... all of a sudden they started to come: Mizura, and Irving and the guys at 
Cornell Mills, that Dewey there. 

Earl: We drove out there ... we took the drive out as far as .... 

Harry: Well I thought I heard Kent Sedgewick on the radio the other day saying it 
wasn't until the late '40s and '50s that you could drive out into that area. And I 
thought, my Gosh, he's 10-15 years too soon. You couldn't drive out there in the 
mid '60s as the road went through to McBride. And even then of course, Penny 
was still .... 

Earl: That was misinformation that shouldn't have come out. 

Garnet: As you said earlier, you could drive from Sinclair Mills at times. 

Harry: Well yes, mid summer and in mid winter. 

Male: Not beyond that. 
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Harry: Well I think there was a bit of a road to Hutton. 

Earl: Yeah, Hutton, there's another one. 

Harry: Hutton, that's as far as you could go. 

Earl: I had forgotten about that road. 

Harry: Oh, it's about 10 miles past Sinclair I think. 

Earl:; It was abandoned when I got there though. 

Gail: Is that before Longworth? 

Harry: Yes, before Longworth. 

Earl: It was one of the big companies that owned that. 

Harry: It was gone when I came. 

Earl: It was gone when I came in there in the '40s, it was abandoned. 

Harry: It was called Hutton Mills. 

Gail: It must be on the list somewhere. 

Harry: And imagine the road they pushed through to Penny goes through to 
Cotton [inaudible???]. There's a tiny remnant of a road there in the first place. 

Gamet: This wouldn't be a summer to try and find out. 

Earl: They used to call that out, Hutton, [inaudible ??] 

Harry: [comment inaudible] 

Earl: Oh gosh, yeah. 

Harry: I don't know if there was more than one or two people living there. 

Earl: Yeah, but they always stopped 

Harry: They would stop if the flag was out. Basically almost all these places were 
flag stops. You had to have a [inaudible ??] or a [inaudible ??] in the day time. 
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Male: This is one or two people got off that would be considered in those days, as 
old timers. 

Earl: Or working on the section. 

Gamet: You know guys, solitary living. 

Harry: I've got a good story for you Earl about .... 

[end of side I] 

Harry: ... had left the river boat at Penny. It was a company river boat. In those 
days you took your motor with you. There was always a boat you could use if you 
had a motor so we decided, well, we would bring that back to town. So Al 
Nevison and I went out on the train in the middle of the night, it would leave here 
at 11:00. Got to Penny station which is now the one sitting down here at the 
Railway Museum, eh. And we got in there probably about 2:00 in the morning, I 
guess. So we had our sleeping bags with us and we just went out in the waiting 
room in the little station. We thought, well we'll sleep til morning. We forgot 
there was a train coming the other way, of course. About 4 or 5:00 in the morning, 
wow! And then half of Penny decided to go to Prince George that night. So they 
were off into the station, the managers and stuff, and there's these bodies lying on 
the floor. So we just took our sleeping bags and hid them over our heads and we 
could hear them talking. 

Earl: Harry, when I worked at Penny ... 

Harry: It must have been in the '60s. 

Earl: There was no station. I remember when they moved that station from Lindup 
down, eh. 

Harry: Oh, I see. 

Earl: But when I went there, there was just like a nifty old caboose like, not on 
wheels, just sitting there. That's all there was. 

Harry: That's all there was. 

Earl: I got up there in the middle of the night too, eh. And I didn't know where the 
hell I was going. I got a job and there happened to be a fellow that worked in the 
office happened to be meeting the train that night for something, and otherwise .... 
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I was about a mile and a half or so from camp. Everything is dark of course. The 
only route there was on the railroad track. There was a little trail in behind there 
so we followed him and he lived in one of these so called cabins, or shacks. He 
worked in the office so he had a little more seniority or a little better status than I 
did. Well anyway, he had an extra bed in his ... and that's where I slept that first 
night because I didn't know. They didn't know I was coming or they didn't care. I 
walked from the railroad tracks many times after that but never in the middle of 
the bloody night in the dark. And you talked about the Saturday night. [inaudible 
??]. We had a community hall. So did every other community I think. Remember, 
we worked 6 days a week so Saturday night was dance night at the hall. It was a 
fun night because the parents were all there too. It wasn't just the rank, everybody 
going out. It was a fun time, family deal eh. But also, the only way you could get 
booze was through the mail, registered mail. You could order it through the liquor 
store, they'd mail it out registered mail. So 11:00 or 11:30 when that train came 
in, then everybody .. . well not everybody, maybe half of us, were hanging around 
the post office to pick up their bottle. Oliver Mills, did you ever run into him? He 
run the store and the post office there. He was drunk half the time too. And some 
time he was [inaudible??]. He didn't feel like opening the bloody post office at 
that time of the night. He was fortunate to survive some of those nights because 
this was party time. And most of the time he did, he didn't do it all the time but he 
was [inaudible]. 

Harry: Bloody guy. He controlled the whole situation, eh. 

Earl: He had the store and the post office. You better be nice to him. 

Gamet: Where would they mail the bottles from? 

Earl: Prince George. You'd have to order it from the liquor store. I don't know 
because at that time you had to be 21 to buy booze. And you had to have a permit. 
You had to apply as an adult while you were there. $5 a son or daughter. 
Whatever you had to buy, if you didn't have that permit, you couldn't. 

Gamet: How would you pay for the booze? Is that cash? 

Earl: No, no. You had to send a money order in. 

Gamet: Oh, post office, sure. You'd pay for it and then they'd send it out? 

Earl: Yeah, that's what it was. It was not only liquor, it was beer too. 

Gail: These parties, when you had these dances, I get the feeling that the 
community was fairly male, there were mainly guys there. 
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Earl: Yeah it was a lot of males but all the males in the bunkhouses weren't 
interested in dancing. There were a lot of families lir ing there. There was a lot of 
women, it was a lot of fun. 

Dan: Yeah, I wouldn't even be here if it hadn't been so many women. 

Earl: Yeah, that's right. That's where I met his mother, at the dance. There was no 
question about it. Where else are you going to meet someone, you know. I'd be 
working. I met his mother prior to that because they lived on a farm, about 1 Y2 
miles or so from Summerville and her Dad and her brother and I lived together, 
and she used to bring lunch. They didn't eat in the cookhouse. They packed ... the 
grandmother would cook lunch. They had a hot lunch every day. His mother used 
to bring those with a horse, horse and wagon, or team of horses delivering this 
lunch. That's where I first met ... my first glimpse of her. But the dance, that's 
where you met everybody. There were a lot of people in the camp who didn't care 
for the dance but there were also a lot of families, I don't know what the 
population was, 5-600 people I think, all around there at one time. 

Dan?: We talked about this several times. I think the figure that you and I have 
agreed on is somewhere between 450 and 600 people. This is in the early '50s, 
late '40s. 

Earl: You figure all those people that are living there besides those that work in 
the mill. 

Harry: There's forest people, forestry people for this section, railroad people, and 
then they finally got a dispatcher, an operator there. 

Earl: Government agent there. 

Gail: Were the farmers ... were they mainly to provide food for the camps or were 
they providing food into Prince George or what the ... 

Dan: You know, I don't know whether Grandma and Grandpa ever sold anything 
to bunkhouse. 

Earl: Oh yes they did. 

Dan: Did they? 

Earl: So did I. 

Dan: How big was that farm? 3 acres, 10 acres. 
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Earl: Dora's farm? Too many acres. Don't run us down at 3 acres, holy cow. 

Dan: 3 acres in potatoes. 

Earl: We paid $400 for that sucker. 

Dan: But the main business for buying [inaudible] was that after we left Penny, 
we had to go back out there and almost all of [inaudible ??] vegetables; it wasn't 
so much the vegetables as milk, eggs, and butter, cream, cottage cheese, all year 
round and in the summer there would be vegetables. And they would have enough 
potatoes. Dad and Mom would sow the farm [inaudible ??] grandma and 
grandma. But there were about 3 or 4 acres out there that they ... [comment 
inaudible]. That's what they [inaudible??] and they would fill the root cellar with 
potatoes, and carrots, and cabbages and onions. So they could sell that stuff all 
through the winter but it was primarily to the residents. 

Gail: And the milk and the eggs [comment inaudible due to cough]. 

Dan: Yeah. There were other farms there but I think Grandma's [inaudible] 

Earl: They were the only ones who sold those things. 

Garnet: So what did the other farms do? 

Dan: Well what did [inaudible??] old [Olina??] do? 

Earl: [Olina??], no. He was an old, old man. He was Paul [Bert's??] brother and 
he just.. .. No, I can remember him on a single horse and this wagon with the 
rubber tired wagon, sitting on this thing, going to town to get his mail. 

Dan: [inaudible ??] to where he was going. 

Garnet: But I guess they'd need oats and hay and stuff for the horses that were 
working in the bush. So sometimes ... 

Earl: Oh, well the company had that shipped in. 

Garnet: Oh they did eh? 

Earl: Oh, yeah. 

Harry: No local would get into that. 
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Dan: My recollection is there was only one farm that I know of, well there was the 
one, Grandpa and Grandma's. That was just kind of a homesteaders ... 

Harry: Well, Woodrow's. 

Dan: Yeah, I guess they just raised the ... 

Harry: Yeah but they didn't [inaudible??] 

Earl: There was quite a few settlements, a lot of little settlements around there. 

Harry: If you grew enough stuff for yourself, then·you didn't really need much 
income. There wasn't much chance of getting much income so you ... 

Gail: Just subsistence farming. 

[everyone expressing affirmative] 

Earl: I can remember even when I actually got married and one cheque went into 
the bank and the other cheque paid all our bills. Even at that time we were saving 
money. 

Gail: Did they have a bank there in Penny? 

Earl: Oh no. 

Harry: There was an office though. 

Earl: Post Office. 

Harry: Post Office ran the bank. 

Earl: If you wanted to bank it, no they didn't ... 

Harry: You could run [inaudible] the Post Office Bank. 

Earl: Oh well, yeah. You're probably right. [comment inaudible - something about 
mailing cheques to the bank] 

Gail: and the bank would be in Prince George? 

Earl: Prince George, yeah. No, we saved, we saved money. Mind you, maybe we 
were in the position to save more because I became a sawyer and I jumped up to 
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$1 an hour. [comment inaudible - something about $1 an hour in the '40s]. And 
then we didn't have to pay for our produce, vegetables. 

Harry: Yeah, on the farms. You paid for it one way or the other. 

Earl: That's right, yeah. 

Harry: You worked for it. 

Earl: No, money was ... we saved it. I remember in 1950, I bought a new car. A 
1950 Chev, in Prince George. I paid $2300 for that and I had the cash. I had the 
money. You never even thought of charging in those days. There was no credit 
card, there was no credit. You just didn't even think of that, eh. Never even 
entered your mind. So [inaudible??] what the dollar was in 1950. Today to buy a 
car, it's $30,000. 

Dan: [inaudible ???] fairly decent income [inaudible ???] . You may have no 
expenses other than the farm expenses, the fuel, you [inaudible ???] your own 
cow in there, a bit of cattle. 

Earl: Sugar and salt. A few staple things. 

Tracy: Did they hire people to help them? 

Earl: No. 

Dan: I suspect over the years they might have paid somebody at some point but I 
don't remember that. It was all volunteer. It's just that if you ever had a meal that 
my mother prepared, you'd go down and work a day just to have lunch ... 

Earl: You're talking about a community that was pretty tightly knit, and I'm 
talking about Penny, or Sinclair, or Giscome, or 104. They were ... 

Dan: And everybody knew them because they got basically .... Anybody with kids 
in town knew them [inaudible ??] and so they had a bit of a vested interest in 
coming down and helping them and also your [inaudible ??] with Penny is pretty 
short. I don't know how they would ever get a crop off this year. If you've got 4 or 
5 days of hot weather, boy you went at it. And you started with the sunrise and 
you finished at sunset, not sunset, at dark. And so the people would come down 
and help. And a lot of times if we [inaudible ??] it was [inaudible ??]. I can 
remember working up in the hay shed, Grandpa would be down throwing hay up 
into the hay shed and I'd be sitting there with a fork and a strange woman. Not a 
stranger, I knew who she was, but it would be somebody from town, and Grandma 
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and somebody else would be working somewhere else. So a lot of people would 
pitch in and help. 

Gail: Do you know if they had clubs or groups, sewing groups or ... 

Earl: They had card clubs, play cards and that, and the ladies knew the hour. There 
were no men's clubs that I can remember but I know the ladies would get together 
in the community [rest inaudible] 

Dan: [inaudible] ... the Red Cross [inaudible]. It was there. I mean I remember 
when Mom talked about the Women's Auxiliary. 

Earl: Yes, that was Marie Johnson and ... 

Dan: Ansbery?? 

Earl: Ansbery??, and there was the lady across the street from her. 

Dan: Jean Humphrey. 

Earl: Humphrey. It was quite a town. 

Dan: You know Jim Humphreys? Well his mom and Dad and Jim and Jerry 
were right across the street ... 

Earl: [inaudible??] and Humphreys, those are all names from that part of the 
world. 

Gail: I didn't want to go back. I actually did want [inaudible??] the trap line. 
Because this seems like a second ... 

Earl: Well, I'm going to tell you about the trap line. Okay, the fellow that owned 
that trap line was a fellow by the name of Jack Evans and I don't know if in your 
readings or writings, he's ever come up to you, you heard about him. He came in 
there before the railroad. He had to cross from Barkerville, eh. He was an old man 
in the 1940s. He came in the around 19 ... , I'm guessing around 1919. He had this 
trap line and it was right across the river from where my in-laws, his grandparents 
lived. Well, Jack Evans became a recluse. He was not nuts or anything else but he 
just didn't want ... 

Dan: Almost a recluse. 

Earl: Yeah, he lived all alone and liked to be by himself. He had a nice house over 
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there. You can't call it a cabin because it was a pretty good size, but he built it all 
himself from logs, and he grew strawberries. 

Dan: Strawberries! They were the size of plums. 

Earl: Yeah. And anyway he used to come up by canoe across the river and he 
stopped right at the, I'd say pastures there. The pastures is my in-laws. He'd park 
his canoe there and walk a couple of miles to get mail and buy a few groceries. 
And he'd do that maybe once in awhile. Well, the only person that he would talk 
to, or become acquainted to, was his mother (pointing to Dan Lousier). She was a 
young lady at home, she always greeted him and talked to him. And anyway, so 
the man comes heading out over the pasture [inaudible ??] that trap line. But 
remember, he's an immigrant. He's not a citizen yet. So anyway, I bought that trap 
line. So [he used??] my name and he was in the process of becoming one. So first 
of all I ... because the only way that we'd get that trap line is through his mother, 
talking to Jack Evans. He wouldn't talk to anybody. So my God, he agreed to sell 
the trap line to her. Well she couldn't. She wasn't a Canadian either. So, it had to 
be me. So I owned that sucker for 2 or 3 years, whatever, and of course, as soon as 
he became a citizen, then Evans bought it back .. And he was a [inaudible??]. He 
was a faller [inaudible ??]. He was a logger and a good one but he also was 
[inaudible??]. He liked to hunt. He liked to fish. He loved the outdoors .. I spent a 
lot of time with him. 

Dan: This is Grandfather [inaudible ??] 

Harry: The other guy was sociable enough to do that. 

Earl: Jack Evans, finally, like he died. God knows how old he was, [inaudible??] 
mother. I don't know. He was an old man. And the pastor said to keep an eye on 
him because by God, one time, they never saw him [comment inaudible] cabin. 
He just went to sleep. He died peacefully. 

Dan: Worn out. You'll find information on Jack Evans in Jack Boudreau's book. 

Earl: Oh good. 

Dan: Crazy Man's Creek. So in the beginning of the book [inaudible], he's 
referred to several times. [inaudible ??] strawberries and flowers. He would 
provide flowers for some of the weddings. Beautiful flowers. And that's what he 
did. 

Earl: But he didn't want to talk to anybody. 
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Harry: Probably talked to himself a little. 

Earl: Oh, I'm sure he did. 

Dan: Do you know who has his property now? 

Earl: Who? 

Dan: The Cassidy's. Dave Yarmish's in-laws. [Karen??] and [Pervis??]. 

Earl: Probably been logged too since .... Nobody ever logged it when he had it but 
I bet you it's been logged. It's right on the river there. I'll bet you. Good timber 
back there. [inaudible] 

Dan: Somebody else you should talk to is Dave, Dave Y armish. 

Harry: Who's he? 

Dan: He was the ... I understand he was just laid off at Northwood. He was the 
manager of Northwood. 

Earl: For who? 

Dan: For Northwood. 

Earl: Oh, I see. 

Dan: His wife Corinne, her parents lived down in Blacksville. And her father used 
to be in the Forest Service up here out in Penny. That's how they got to know 
about the area. And he's also a world - or was, he's dead now - a world-renowned 
whale researcher, so after they went down there, he worked for the Pacific 
[inaudible??]. But they always remembered his father up here, his property, and 
they built an A-frame [inaudible ??]. And everything was either brought in on 
their backs or sleighs or by helicopter, because you can't drive there. 

Harry: You know, you were asking about the timber, about how they did timber 
sales. I dropped in [inaudible ??] this morning to see if there was old maps and Al 
Nevison had a little map, and that whole country actually, right along the river, 
was all divided up into timber licenses at one time and probably about 1908, it 
was all held by grain companies, and banks, ... 

Earl: It's a grain company - just let me interrupt - a grain company that owned 
[inaudible ??] sawmills. 
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Dan: Probably U.G.G. or something. 

Earl: Yeah, oh yeah. 

Dan: Anyway, I've got a map actually that shows all these grain companies and 
banks and so on HOLDING ALL THESE LICENSES. That was when the 
government had ... I think it was 1908 or just around that time, that they had gone 
into this business of selling timber land. They didn't sell the land, they sold the 
timber. And those, some of those, are still held. The deal is once you logged them, 
the land reverts to the Crown and becomes part of the land base. But a lot of the 
[closed??] industry still has a fair chunk of land of sold timber licenses. So some 
of the logging, even when you were there, could have been on some of those 
licenses. But they weren't owned by Penny's, Spruce Mill's and Sinclair Mills or 
anything. They were owned by big giant companies. 

Gail: And then, say like Hutton, those sawmills - who was owned by the grain 
[inaudible] 

Dan: I think it was United Grain Growers, U.G.G. They had operations out there 
somewhere. 

Earl: I knew that the mill was owned by ... I said earlier, by some big company. 

Dan: They had licenses around the mouth of the MacGregor River and so on. 
Some of those eventually Northwood owned, and part of the tree farm license, but 
a lot of them, they'd stop paying the taxes on them and they just reverted back to 
the Crown. They were sold as surveyed pieces of property like on current maps, 
but there's no legal status to [inaudible??]. 

Gail: Where did you get these maps. You said it was through Al Nevison? 

Dan: [comment inaudible], repeat it on tape anyway, I guess. 

Gail: My geography roots are coming through. 

Dan: Pretty good old map, actually. I don't know where Al dug it up from. 

Earl: How is Al? 

Dan: Good. He's still working. He's still active everyday. 

Earl: He's still at the company. 
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Dan: No, no, no. None of us are partners. The younger guys there are all .. . 

Earl: How about one more guy, the Hungarian fellow? 

Dan: Yeah, he's retired. He lives in Port Moody with George [Condor??] 

Earl: He's in Port Moody? 

Dan: Yeah. 

Gail: Is Al someone we should talk to? 

Dan: Al Nevison? Yeah. 

Harry: He will remember at least as much as I do. I think he came one year earlier 
than I did and he worked there ever since. 

Earl: Definitely [inaudible ??]. 

Gail: And he's where [inaudible??] now? 

Dan: [comment inaudible] 

Garnet: It's interesting - you talked about these timber licenses held by [inaudible 
??] mills and yet what I've heard, and I have no idea whether this is accurate or 
not, these mills were bought by pulp mills for the timber so that these mi11s out 
East did not have any control over any timber at all or ... ? 

Harry: Just a minute now. They weren't bought by the pulp mills. There were no 
pulp mills. 

Garnet: No, they were bought by ... 

Harry: Originally, they were bought by National Forest Products and there were 
some guys that came up here and bought up all those East Line mills, pretty well. 
Maybe not all. 

Garnet: What year was that? Early '60s? 

Harry: Well, mid '60s even. No early '60s, I guess. 

Earl: The pulp mi11s opened in '64. 
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Harry: Something like that, yeah, so this was probably about 4 or 5 years before 
that. 

Gail: Just one company bought them all? National Forest Products? 

Harry: National Forest Products and they owned a mill at Penticton. 

Earl: Okay, it's all coming back. 

Harry: And then they sent these guys up here, because Larry and Grace were 
involved with them when they were going around on their tour, and they bought 
each one of those mills. Now I think, I'm not sure how Penny ... 

Earl: It was probably a part of that deal. 

Harry: See Penny was always the group ... they weren't in the same ownership 
group. Penny and Cornell Mills were owned by the Thirsten' s who were part of 
the coast [inaudible??] Company. Thirsten Clavelle was the big coast cedar 
company. And they split up and then it became Clavelle Cedar and Thirsten's up 
here. And young Robbie Thirsten is still around, I think. His Dad may be dead. 
But anyway, they weren't residents. They didn't live up here. They lived in 
Vancouver and so they had managers in their mills. 

Dan: I don't know when you were out there last but there's a house that Thirsten 
built that he lived in when he was there. 

Harry: Oh he didn't live there but he used to come and stay. 

Dan: He'd come and visit. 

Harry: He'd come and visit, that's right. 

Dan: But it was empty all year round except for the times that he was there. 

Harry: Exactly. 

Dan: And it's still one of the houses that's in good shape. 

Harry: Oh, I see. Oh, it's probably a pretty good house. They had money. 

Earl: Maybe [comment inaudible] 

Dan: Is Robbie Thirsten here? 
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Harry: No, in Vancouver, I think. But he did phone me some time in the last 5 
years or something. 

Dan: So they bought all the mills with the exception of Eagle Lake, I guess. 

Harry: Maybe Northwood bought Eagle Lake directly. I'm not sure, but then 
Northwood bought from National Forest Products. And National Forest Products 
really [inaudible ??] the deal. I would say they might have been around for 3 or 4 
years maximum. Probably about 3 years. 

Dan: So they would have bought mills and not timber licenses? 

Harry: Well, some of these mills, at that time, had tree farm licenses. See Sinclair 
Mills had a tree farm license. 

Gail: You're kidding? 

Harry: Nope, he had sawmills and a tree farm license. Church Sawmills had a tree 
farm license and Shelley Sawmills had a tree farm license. 

Dan: Church was at [inaudible ??] 

Harry: Well they were originally but the tree farm license was out in MacGregor. 
So where MacGregor Canyon is, they had a mill and then they moved the mill 
down on MacGregor River afterwards. 

Earl: You couldn't buy timber anyway. You can transfer it - buy the right to cut it. 

Harry: This is with quotas and this [inaudible ??] tree farm licenses but they had 
tree farm licenses and quotas besides. 

Earl: Oh, it was all based on performance. 

Harry: Because you logged so much timber in an area over a period of years, then 
they set up these sustained yield units. They were set up at Longworth and 
[Falkland??] and all these, and in each one, initially, they set an allowable harvest, 
divided it up amongst the existing companies according to how much timber 
they'd cut over a 3-4 year period. And so that's how they got a base quota to work 
from. And then they worked through all these problems of whether they were the 
only ones allowed to bid or whether there was going to be other guys could bid. 
And they got into methods of protecting the established operators ... [inaudible] 

Earl: [inaudible - something about telling the truth] 
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Harry: And then those forest associations formed, they were called. Some of them 
were called Forest Protective Associations and it wasn't to protect the forests from 
bugs and fire. It was to protect themselves from outside bidders. 

Earl: Weren't you the secretary of Nechako? 

Harry: The Nechako Forest Association. Stuart Lake Forest Association, all of 
them, and there was the Crooked River and so on. As a result of that, it became 
gradually entrenched. They had a position. There was a quota and licensing 
priority system, they called it and it gave you the right to apply for timber and to 
harvest a certain amount each year. Then eventually, that wound up as forest 
licenses but until after Pearson's ... '73, that they got actual forest licenses. Tree 
farm licenses pre-dated that you see. Tree farm licenses was in the early days, and 
then when what's his name did his royal commission in 1950 ... 

Earl: It's called the Sloan Commission. 

Harry: The Sloan Commission. The second Sloan Commission in 1956 
recommended that they really accelerated the tree farm license arrangement, get 
more companies involved, and so all those [inaudible ??] tree farm licenses of the 
East, and Penny, I got a map that shows a tree farm license for Penny -
Sprucelands, but it was never awarded. They kept pushing it and pushing it and 
pushing it, and then ... remember the Summers? You would remember, Earl. 

Earl: Robert Summers? 

Harry: Robert Summers, yeah, where the guy got the ... Minister of Forests got 
caught taking bribes to award tree farm licenses and as a result of that, there was 
kind of a stop of awarding tree farm licenses. And he got caught in that. They 
never got theirs. So in 1958, there's a map that shows Penny's tree farm license 
saying pending but they never did get it. 

Gamet: So would TFL 30 have been a result of ... 

Harry: Amalgamation. 

Gamet: Amalgamation of all these, consolidation. 

Harry: MacGregor Model forest is TFL 30, is 4 tree farm licenses that were 
amalgamated. 

Gamet: Okay. And so if they would have bought some of the mills on the East 
Line, they would have perhaps have bought an associated TFL with it, if it wasn't 
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in the right location, just transfer timber rights or ... ? 

Harry: Oh no. TFL had a firm boundary. You couldn't move that. 

Garnet: Okay, existing ... already existing TFL. 

Harry: Oh yeah. They got the tree farm licenses from the mills. I mean all they 
really ... all you could really buy theoretically was the hardware and then you had 
to make a request to the government to assign the timber rights. And they would 
either do it or not, depending on their limits. But generally, it would just happen. 
It usually works out. But you buy a piece of old junk mill for you know, $2 
million, and then if you're lucky, you have a fire and not have to tear it down. 

Earl: If you were lucky, sometimes you had a convenient fire too. 

Harry: Yeah, I know. But basically the mill was worth nothing but you were 
buying the timber, but all of the money was said to be for the hardware. 

Earl: [comment unclear] 

Harry: Oh no, actually, Williston's got that even documented. 

Earl: Has he? 

Harry: Everybody knew about that going on. And Beresohn' s Cutting up the 
North ... 

Earl: Did you read his book? 

Harry: Yeah, just a bit. Typical of Ken Beresohn, I guess. 

Garnet: You're talking about Williston's book aren't you? 

Harry: Williston's book? Yeah, it's pretty good too actually. 

Garnet: So you got a quick history in forest policy? 

Harry: That's the development of the sort of tenure system anyway. [ comment 
unclear]. When Earl got out west here, even then, I can remember the first job I 
did in Prince George was for him. That's Unnamed Lake up there. We were 
looking for spruce trees. Pine trees? You went around those. You try and draw the 
boundary of the cutting permits so it didn't include ... or include as few pine trees 
as you possibly could get. That was a pretty interesting little project. We flew into 
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the lake and the guy said ... the pilot said, "what's the name of that lake, well it 
says on the map it's Unnamed Lake". I said, "I never heard of that one". Well it 
was Un-named Lake is what it was. 

[laughter here] 

Harry: And so the fellow that was with us, Bob Darnell, was in charge - said "call 
it Harry Lake", and so it is. It's Harry Lake actually. But anyway, we did a 
reconnaissance timber logging. And then we'd go and look at another batch. And 
we just had our groceries with us, and our pack boards, and so at the end of that 
job we just put the stuff on the back and hiked across to this Necoslie River, 10 or 
12 or 15 miles away, with a pack on, to check this other timber out. Turned out it 
was immature so we had to go back and then we had to hike into Fort St. James, 
where Earl met us. 

Earl: I told him early [interrupted by Harry] 

Harry: Took us back to Vanderhoof and put us on the train. 

Gamet: Put you on the train to come home. 

Harry: Oh yeah, well I think the road was impassible. Around Clucutz Lake, they 
used to put planks around the [interruptions make it inaudible] ... 

Gamet: [Pelichuk??] area? 

Harry: And at that time, it was just impassable. You couldn't get through there. 

Earl: It was an adventure to drive from Vanderhoof to Prince George. We 
worked ... Saturday afternoon was free, when we finally got ... '54? 

Dan: '44. 

Earl: '44, you didn't take the chance to go to Prince George on Saturday 
afternoons at certain times. You couldn't ... 

Harry: Oh you're talking about Vanderhoof. That's not '44. That's '54, '55, '56 
even. You couldn't drive. 

Dan: He's talking about 44 hour week so you could get away ... 

Earl: Well, we had the Saturday afternoon off. 
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Harry: Yeah, noon Saturday. That was a good deal, eh. 

Earl: Naturally you'd go to Prince George. We always liked to go once in awhile, 
but I can remember that washout there around Mud River, you know 

Dan: And mud holes, down by the hill there. Mud holes would be stopping 
graders and CATS, buried in them. This is the highway. Thank god for Baldy 
Hughes, and these soldiers with their army trucks to tow you around. Yeah, they 
wouldn't tow you through, they'd tow you up and down. 

Harry: Mud River Hill was bad for a long, long time. 

Gail: How long was the army out at Baldy Hughes? 

Earl: [inaudible ??]. 

Harry: Well, it was American, you see, until about 1960. It was an American army 
base there. 

Earl: That was part of the DEW line. 

Harry: Fir Line, Pine or Fir line. 

Garnet: Pine. 

Harry: Pine? I always thought it was the Fir line. 

Garnet: Comment inaudible - something further north. 

Dan: But you'd go into Prince George in the morning and you'd think you're 
through. You're back in the afternoon and it's so much traveling. It's just a bowl 
of soup, maybe. 

Earl: I remember the first trip I made [inaudible??] the new car I bought. There 
was no pavement on it. It was a cash payment. 

Harry: First piece of pavement around here was Clucutz Lake. Do you remember 
that little piece around Clucutz Lake? The size of the road now, if you drive there, 
it's this rolly polly piece that goes beside the road where you go straight through. 
And that piece was the first piece they paved. 

Earl: What did they call that? Oh God. 
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Dan: Northern trans-provincial. 

Earl: no, no, but are those the sayings, "what a relief' and then all of a sudden 
you're back in the mud again. Why the hell did they put that ten miles or whatever 
it was, in? 

Harry: Experiment I guess. 

Gamet : Topography. 

Harry: Yeah, yeah, just follow the topography. All of the roads followed the 
topography in those days. 

Earl: Here I am drinking coffee. 

Dan: You must be having a good time in Prince George early this morning. 

Earl: Oh, I don't mind that. 

Dan: You haven't eaten anything. You must be wired. 

Earl: [comment inaudible] 

Gail: Don't let that stop you. 

Earl: Hey, you know what. 

Male: We're out of [inaudible ??] 

Earl: Oh my gosh. Well if you don't, I'll have to cook .... 

Female: [comment inaudible] 

Harry: Well, it'll be good for you. 

Earl: I don't drink, honest to God harry, I don't drink booze or pop. I was drinking 
coffee today because I'd sooner have coffee than our water. 

Harry: Well, it's cold water anyway. 

Earl: Oh, is it cold? Well, I'm glad you come here. I knew that you could help 
these people out much. 
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Harry: Well, some of those places [inaudible ??]. Penny, I only think I did some 
work out there maybe once or twice but we did a lot of work around Dorne Creek. 
It was always the same thing. Go out in the train in the middle of the night, and 
get off in the dark, pitch black, and there was a farm, sort of a house there 
somewhere that had the upstairs with some cots in it. 

Earl: Hookers? Joe Hooker. 

Harry: Might have been Hooker's. I'm not sure who it was but you'd just walk 
there with a flashlight and find the door, you'd go inside and there'd be a note 
there saying just take number third cot on the left as you go down the aisle or 
something. We'd phone ahead and make arrangements and we'd stay there every 
night. Then go out in the bush. It was Nass's Lumber Company, that operation. 

Earl: Danny? What Hookers are available? Pardon me for the expression. 

Earl: Because the people's name was Hooker, because they may be available up in 
Dorne. 

Dan: No, no. Who was the one that you chummed around with, Ron or Ken? 

Earl: Eh? 

Dan: His name is Ron or Ken, I can't remember. 

Earl: Not Ron. 

Dan: So it was Ken. 

Earl: It [inaudible??] his mother-in-law. Ken. Ken is the older ... there was an 
older boy that lived in California. Ken was working for highways department 
there for years, eh. 

Harry: But didn't he log? He was a logger. Ken Hooker was a logger. Pretty sure. 

Earl: And a trapper, and he's worked for highway. 

Dan: Yeah, he still owns a trap line up near [Elder??] River. 

Earl: All I'm saying is maybe if you could get that name again and maybe get in 
touch with him somehow. 
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Dan: Well, I saw him a couple of years ago, maybe a year ago at the Mr. G's at the 
top of the hill by the airport and the last time I'd seen him before that was at the 
Penny reunion. But I asked him if he'd just come in from [inaudible??] into 
Kelowna now. 

Earl: Oh is he? 

Dan: But I suspect he may be wintering in Kelowna because ... 

Earl: He was born out there, okay. 

Dan: Okay, but Max ... his fishery project is on the [inaudible ??], and Ken runs 
the Upper Mill River and when I talked to Max, he said he's still working with us 
out there. 

Earl: God you should try to get a hold of Ken. 

Gail: Okay. That's at Dome Creek [inaudible??] 

Dan: Yeah. 

Harry: Like he was involved, I think, in the mill at Dome Creek too and another 
mill. 

Earl: Ken would have been, yes. 

Harry: The Hookers were, I'm pretty sure. There was a ... you've got to think 
back. Prince George at that time was much planer mills, no sawmills whatsoever. 
All sawmills were in the bush. You never saw a logging truck. All you saw were 
lumber trucks. And there was a company here called BC Spruce Sales and 
basically, all they did was buy timber at one planer mill. And then they had, not 
just Gypo [inaudible ??], they had Gypo sawmills. So did Earl. But anyway, they 
had a pretty big operation and these little mills that would go out ... and there was 
one at Dome Creek. I think it was maybe the Hookers that ran that mill. But it was 
important [comment inaudible] 

Earl: Who? 

Harry: Frank Porter. 

Earl: Okay, Frank Porter. He moved on to the Goodney's. 

Harry: Yeah. But he had some beautiful timber, Douglas Fir. Just incredible. But 
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anyway, there was some rivalry at Dome Creek between this man's lumber and 
company and this other outfit, and I think the other outfit actually might have 
moved the logs on the bottom end of the Slim Creek or something because they 
went up Slim Creek with boats. There were no roads at that time. 

Gail: What did you say the name of the lumber company was that was ... 

Harry: Well it was ... 

Gail: Nass's 

Harry: Well Nass Lumber Company was the one that sort of ... they had their own 
timber. They logged their own timber sales and Ted Nass lived in McBride. 

Earl: Who was that ... 

Harry: Nass. 

Earl: Fellow by the name of Nass. 

Harry: Yeah Ted Nass. He lived in McBride. 

Earl: I remember the name but I never met the man. 

Harry: He didn't really run ... he was not active in it. I think he sold the company. 
He was kind of a lumber salesman. 

Earl: I remember him. 

Harry: But they at least had a mill and they owned their timber. The other guys 
were basically just contract guys. And BC Spruce Sales would go in and bid a 
timber sale against the others. They were not popular amongst the other guys at 
all. Well they were out in Tezzeron Lake too. That was Johnny Johnson - he was 
BC Spruce Sales. 

Earl: It was a situation where a lot of these small gypo loggers ... they were pretty 
good guys but they didn't know too much about what they were doing and so 
some of them were not too successful, eh. You've got to remember, I think Harry 
told you, I think the count was 800 sawmills in Prince George, all [inaudible] at 
one time so you can imagine at every comer section, there was a blue gypo mill. 
So a lot of them, there's a few of them made it, but a lot of them didn't [inaudible 
??] because they just didn't really know what they were doing and a lot of them 
spent a lot of time in the beer parlour out here when they should have been at the 
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mill. Anyway, they'd get ... as far as we were concerned, they were only getting so 
much money. They'd deliver so much with some lumber or they didn't get any 
wood and you'd get all kinds of excuses from these guys. "Oh, I've got a truck 
load coming with a load. Give me $300 bucks or something". When they would 
dump the lumber in the yard first, then we'll talk about it. So they were 
hardworking suckers but they just .... 

Harry: a bit disorganized. 

Earl: Geez, it was tough too to get into these places, eh. 

Harry: I mean these guys on the East Line particularly. 

Earl: Yeah. It was a losing proposition but ... we had a few that were good and 
some that were not so good. We've had, at times there, about 20 different 
companies bringing in the lumber for us. We produced the bulk of our shipments 
by ourselves though. One of the guys that we bought a lot from was Dang, C.R. 
Dang, lodgepole pine - the three inch. About a quarter, twelve quarter edging. 

Harry: Eventually they did log our pine trees. 

Earl: Yeah. 

Gail: And the mills were maybe portable? 

Harry: Well they were kind of what you'd call semi-portable, I guess. They'd stay 
in that location maybe for 5 years. 

Earl: Yeah, some of them were ... there was the odd one, I guess, that maybe 
moved every year but they were more portable than Harry can say. Some of them 
were semi-portable. You had to try to cut down the length of time, the length of 
distance you had to ... 

Harry: There was no hauling of logs on bunks. The only thing they were doing at 
that time was using these arch trucks which were 6 wheel drive trucks with a big 
arch but boom goes on the back, [inaudible ??? ] end of the logs, take up maybe 
20-30 trees, tree length and just go straight down the road with it in the winter 
time. Earl had the longest arch truck haul in the world. It was 20 some odd miles 
or something from Prince George ... 

[end of side 2] 
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Earl: ... like there's no way to pass one of those trucks 

Harry: They were tank retrievers. 

Earl: That's what they were. They were army tank retrievers. They were built to 
go out and pick up a disabled tank, winch it up on the back of the truck and come 
to town. So they were really ... I mean, they were eccentric, driven on the wheels, 
[noise disruption as someone drops something] ... brakes. And so they'd pick up a 
load in 2 hours. It would be twice the size of a present day truck. It would be 
straight out 30 feet wide behind so if you met one of those, you'd better get a new 
person [inaudible ??] fast because unless there was a branch or ... a place to pass, 
there was not a little wide spot in the road. It had to be a piece that was driven off 
into the bush so you could drive off the road. It was the only place you were ever 
safe. 

Harry: We worked on that north [side??] of the road, it would be radio controlled, 
eh. That didn't mean to say that there was [inaudible ... ] 

Earl: A pickup truck or something. 

Harry: [inaudible]. Well you better get the hell out of the way when that truck 
driver is coming at you because ... 

Earl: On a tum sometimes, you could pass on the inside. 

Harry: God that was a sight though to see those log ... big drag of logs coming 
down and stand out there, coming down the road at 30-40 miles an hour. 

Gail: When did they bring radios in? We know you've got all these signs saying 
"tum to channel something". 

Earl: Well, we had our own system, our own radio, eh. It was not radio telephone. 
Radio control on the roads was probably in the '60s, I guess. Well, yeah it had to 
be. We left [inaudible] for Tezzeron Lake in '69, so before that it was in '67. We 
had radio telephone from our office in Vanderhoof to our office in Tezzeron, eh, 
but on the right hand, we had a different channel we used for truck to truck. 

Gail: Now in Tezzeron, were you north of Tezzeron or south ofTezzeron? 
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Earl: South side. 

Gail: South side, so between Tezzeron and Pinche where the research forest is? 

Harry: Right on. They had two mills. They had one that went halfway between the 
two lakes that they burned down, or it burned down anyway. 

Earl: Nothing to do with that. 

Harry: _And then the mill on the south side [inaudible??] a week later but it was 
there for quite a few years. 

Earl: Yeah, we were the first ones to put in a gang saw, okay. 

Harry: sash gang. 

Earl: It burned down and we were going to put the sash gang in there and we had 
the site picked out in Tezzeron Lake. So we finished sawing that spring and then 
we had to build a road to Tezzeron Lake for about 5-6-7-8 miles or something. 
Harry, we moved camp, we cleared the site, we built a cookhouse, we built the 
sawmill and we were cutting the first lumber on the first of October, that same 
year. All in one summer. All in that one summer, and that's how people worked. 
That was a fair sized sawmill. 

Gamet: [inaudible] logging or the research forest. 

Gail: We're a little outside of this project but I want someone to write that history 
too, of the research forest, what's going on in the research forest. 

[period of too many voices speaking at the same time] 

Dan?: When you came up on the 25th· you saw that map of the research forest up 
there, you turned to me and said "I know where that area is". 

Earl: Oh yeah. I recognize it but I don't know what happened. We were on the 
[Erringbow Leaves???] trips eh, most of that area way up. 

Harry: Then the [inaudible ??] get along too. That's dog patch ham timber sale is 
right in the heart of that research forest, but it just kept being logged and then pine 
became a little bit more worthwhile so they started taking that. That started off 
with some great Douglas Fir there. 

Earl: The style of timber down there on that point on [Takla??] Lake was second 
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to none. And it was mixed spruce and fir out of that [inaudible ??]. 

Harry: [comment inaudible] 

Gamet: Yeah, you probably won't get two better guys to talk about that kind of 
development in that area. 

Gail: We'll have to make another appointment for that one. [comment inaudible] 

Gamet: Good decent background information on the research forest. 

Gail: I know Sue wants to gather that information too. We've got to find a couple 
of victims and students to work on that one. 

Harry: But you've got a whole series of communities out here, if you really want 
to try and follow this thing. 

Gail: Yeah. 

Harry: Earl was running a long, long time after most of these others and that 
didn't go to Northwood. That was bought by the [Pellins??.] 

Gail: Why didn't Northwood buy that, do you know? 

Harry: Oh, because somebody else bought it. They bought the quota from the 
Levolt Mill, that Crescent [inaudible ??] Spur. By that time, see those roads were 
okay and so [Crescent??] Spur and all the area around it was tributary to Prince 
George and so it wasn't necessary that this be run by the Crescent Spur. That was 
a pretty interesting mill too, and community, because there were a couple of other 
places there. There's Loos, Urling, and Crescent Spur all tied together with roads 
before there was a . .. and tied to McBride before the highway went through. So 
you could drive as far west as Crescent's Spur. 

Earl: Gold River. 

Harry: Yeah, at least down around the Crossbow River. 

Earl: Yeah, yeah. 

Gail: I remember at [Loos??] and [inaudible??] River, there was a sawmill there 
too? 

Harry: I don't know what there was there. I know that I spent a night there waiting 
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for a train. 

Earl : It was probably the section foreman and his crew living there. 

Harry: It was nothing but some old sheet metal siding, collapsed when I was there. 
But it had been a ... it was a siding, you could get off there. And you could drive 
from there to Crescent's Spur because we went out in the bush from there with 
horses. But the Levoe Family who ran that mill, and they ran it very successfully 
when Herb Levoe was the scaler. He was the guy who was renowned in this part 
of the world for the [inaudible ??] I think. You know, you measure a log of 
course, and depending on where you put the thing with your thumb ... 

Earl: I had a butcher with a thumb on the scale, eh. 

Garnet: He had a slippery thumb. 

Earl: He was the guy, I think, that finally brought the system down because he 
scaled the log's tree length, board foot, tree length. And the only thing he 
measured was the top. They took them down to about 6 or 8 inches at the top and 
that was 8 inches by 100 feet long, eh. 

Harry: that was the biggest log ... 

Earl: And at the other end, of course, it was 40 inches in diameter. That was 
considered by this log scale to be a cylinder 8 inches in diameter and so they 
wound up over on that, probably about 500%. 

Garnet: So he was a good candidate to become a Social Credit MP. 

Earl: That's right and for quite a long time, he was the only Social Credit MP in 
Ottawa in Canada, only Social Credit. And then his brother Wilf ran the operation 
out here. Flew a plane. He was a licensed pilot with one arm, and he's still 
[inaudible] 

Gail: How do you spell Levoe? 

Earl: Levoe. 

Harry: There's a Le voe that ... 

Earl: Barry. Barry's in town. 

Harry: ... at Pacific Western Brewery. 
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Earl: Oh, is that ... 

Tracy??: I don't know if that guy's related or not. Maybe. 

Earl:; But Barry Levoe is Wilf's son, or Bert's son. One or the other. And he's in 
town and he grew up in Crescent's Spurs. 

Harry: He was up in real estate here in town. 

Earl: No, that's Barry. 

Harry: That was 4 years ago. What did Wilf do ... 

Earl: I don't remember anything else except that. 

Garnet: So that would be the town you were talking about - Crescent Spurs. 

Harry?: There were also Levoes in [inaudible ??] in town. 

Earl: Yeah, that's part of the same family, I think. I mean they may all be part of 
the same family including the fellow at the brewery. 

Garnet: What about the [Pickners???], [inaudible] 

Earl: They were at Dease Lake, I think. 

Garnet: [comment inaudible] 

Earl: Brother, I think. 

Garnet: Herb [Pickner??] 

Earl: That ran the mill. 

Harry: He has a brother that has a shoe store down there. 

Earl: Yeah, yeah. 

Harry: Pickner mill was right at the north side, northwest comer, of the Aleza 
Lake Research Forest. 

Earl: You see, Pickner' s was sort of the second mill. Earlier mill there was Pesky 
Trick Lumber Company. 
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Harry: Oh sure, that Aleza Lake, ... 

Gamet: Same location? 

Earl: But he was gone when Pickner's came I think. Pickner's was a fairly recent 
mill. 

Gamet: Was the Trick mill on the research forest? 

Earl: No. Right down at the railway. Right in the town of Aleza Lake, this end of 
the town of Aleza Lake. 

Harry: Trick himself must be dead because of age. 

Earl: Well, there's young Ambrose. 

Harry: But young Ambrose, he's still around. 

Earl: I think so. 

Harry: And he probably has a family and that may not be a bad connection there 
for Aleza Lake. 

Earl: See Aleza Lake was quite the community. 

Harry: You bet. 

Earl: Quite a safe community, and a pretty good community. 

Harry: It had a store. 

Dan: Is [Carl??] still living here? 

Earl: Oh yeah. 

Dan: Well he was born in Bend. 

Earl: Yeah, his wife was from McBride I think. 

Harry: No, Penny. 

Earl: Penny? Was it? Dash. 
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Harry: Elsie Dash. 

Earl: I thought they called her Lida. 

Harry: Yeah, Lida. Yeah, Elsie was working for Northwood in the office. 

Earl: Not Northwood, BC Spruce. 

Harry: I don't know what her real name is. That's what they called her. 

Earl: Yeah, that's her. There was 2 girls. If he's still around here, if Carl is still 
here ... 

Harry: He just retired a couple of years ago. 

Earl: Yeah, he's here, and his son is here. 

Harry: I'll tell you, he was born in Bend and he grew up and .. . 

Dan: Has he lived in Penny for awhile? Because I know when ... the recollection I 
had was going to a school sports day in 104. That was when Benson's had the 
store. 

Harry: They had the store there too. 

Dan: That would have been '50-51. 

Gail: I thought that there was a fair amount of movement between the 
communities too. You stayed some time in Penny and then you went to 104. 

Dan: I was just going to say, Mom talked about Bert Levoe coming to some of the 
social functions in Penny. 

Earl: I remember Bert coming too. 

Harry: But it was even possible to travel by speeder. 

Earl: That's how they traveled. 

Harry: And by the river. 

Earl: That's a little motorized rig you put on the rail and try to get to the next 
place before a train came. 
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Harry: The original Honda Civic. 

[laughter here] 

Harry: ... except sometimes you had to ... 

Earl: Yeah, some of them were [inaudible ??] done and so on but they were pretty 
good little ones with a put-put motor on them. 

Dan: And so there was a lot of socializing on Saturday nights. 

Earl: It was a long ways to anywhere else than the next little community so ... 

Dan: Yeah, so I guess you'd leave Saturday, some time on Saturday, and you got 
home Sunday night? 

Harry: We talked about Glen Hooker, okay. He did the Dome Creek. .. The 
Hooker boys, Catsie and Glen and the other brother? 

Earl: Ken. 

Harry: Ken. They hardly missed a dance but they'd come on the boat and they 
traveled that bloody river at night. So you're talking about knowing that's what 
they were doing. Boy you wouldn't catch me out there at night. They knew. They 
knew where the sandbags were. 

Earl: I can't remember what [inaudible] Humphrey did at Crescent Spur 
[inaudible]. 

Harry: Who? 

Earl: Jim Humphreys. 

Harry: What's he do? 

Earl: He was at Dome Creek but he's retired. 

Harry: You've got to know that the father, he bought the store in Dome Creek. 

Earl: John, yeah. 

Harry?:John bought the store there. Is that Penny who bought the store in Dome 
Creek, and I'm sure he's not long gone and he's probably missing something later 
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on but where's the [inaudible??] family. 

Earl: She died, Jean died about 3 or 4 years ago. 

Harry?: They had one daughter, a nurse, here in town. 

Earl: Yeah, she's here, May. May is here. 

Harry?: But where does Crescent Spur come into it? 

Earl: That's where Jim lived and John Jr. is still in Dome Creek. That's probably 
why Jim is in Crescent Spurs. 

Harry?: What about the big John that's about 6'4". He was up at Mackenzie for a 
long time. 

Earl: Could be but I heard he was back in Dome Creek. And Jerry's some place in 
the Lower Mainland. Anyway, there were altogether when Jean's funeral was, 2-3 
years ago. 

Dan?: While we're at the subject, what about Bob Harkins? 

Tracy or Aileen?: Yes [inaudible??], but definitely [inaudible] 

Earl: Well I just felt like throwing it out because [inaudible??] this big round. I 
remember kicking his ass one time, when he was a young fellow. Off the ice, he 
wouldn't shovel snow so I said, "Get the hell out of here". He went crying home 
to mother. Tough luck. Yeah, open rink we had at Penny there. It snows there you 
know. Do you realize that it snows out there? We found out after we built that 
rink that it does snow. We had to look down into it. 

Dan: Yeah, it always snowed the night before you went skating. 

Earl: When you want to skate you'd better be prepared to bring a shovel along. He 
was mama's boy. Oh, he's a good guy but he was just a kid at the time, not such a 
kid either. Early teens. 

Dan: 13 or 14. 

Earl: yeah, old enough to shovel in my estimation. 

Dan: Right. 
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[laughter here] 

Earl: But I tell you, he's very knowledgeable. He's written books and so he's done 
a lot of research on something. I don't know. I'd go there. 

Dan: The one value in talking to Bob is he maintains, a lot of these people we are 
talking about, as current contacts. 

Gail: Right. 

Dan: So, he'll know where [inaudible] is. He'll know whether Anna [Allison??] 
is still alive and things like that. And Mrs. Ward, old Mrs. Ward. 

Earl: Is she still alive? 

Dan: She was at the Penny reunion, she was. And Doreen is here. Penny 
Woodrow is still here. Mary Jo, you know Jo? 

Earl: Okay. 

Dan: She babysat me. I can't think of her maiden name. You'll find it in 
[inaudible??]. It talks about her wedding. I think that's one of the weddings the 
[inaudible]. 

Harry: And Bob was up there in Penny in the [inaudible ??] 

Earl: The 40's. 

Harry: Basically the 40's. 

Earl: The 40's? I'm sorry. 

Harry: But he was gone by the time we left Penny. 

Earl: Well he went to school, eh. 

Harry: High school in Prince George. 

Dan: He worked in that first radio station in 1940 ... 1948. Bob Harkins was one of 
the first announcers. And still at it. 

Earl: That's 50 years. 
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Dan: I was listening as we pulled into the parking lot here. His commentary was 
on. And he started off by saying one of the most depressing sounds of this 
summer, the furnace kicking in with the rain pounding on the steel roof. 

Gamet: It goes back to talking about schools. Were there schools in town? 

Earl: Penny? Shelley had a grade school. I'm speaking for Penny. There was grade 
1-8 in a one room s9hool. 

Dan?: Two rooms. Grades 1-4 in one room and 5-8 in the other. 

Earl: One building. 

Dan: One building, two rooms. 

Earl: And then after grade 8 you had to get shipped out to [Prince George??]. 

Dan: Prince George ran a dormitory here. 

Earl: Right up into the 60's at least. You see another one, Dan - you talked about 
Carl Benson. I don't think it hurts you to put this stuff down. Arnie Mellows? 

Dan: Yeah, I've given them Amie and Carrie. 

Earl: Oh you have? 

Dan: Yeah. There's two women that they should talk to are Carrie and Ann Marie. 

Harry?: I'm sorry to interrupt. You talked about school. This Auntie Marie was 
one of the school madams there and she became an auntie because she married his 
mother's brother. So that's why they called her auntie Marie. But she came out of 
Saskatchewan, with her and [inaudible ??]. 

Earl: I don't know where she came from. 

Harry: [inaudible due to background noise] ... she can tell you about schools. 
What the [inaudible ??] in school was and what it was like. 

Earl: There was a big school at Sinclair. 

Harry: Yes there was. And Upper Fraser. 

Earl: There might have been a little more ... populations were about the same. 
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Giscome is sort of like Dome Creek. 

Harry: I'm not sure if there would have been a school there or not. 

Earl: Dome Creek? I thought there was a school at Crescent Spur. 

Harry: There certainly was one in 104. 

Dan?: And Giscome. 

Earl: Oh, Giscome, Giscome was so big that they built one of these ... what do 
they call it? Intermediate schools that takes kids through to Grade 10 or 
something? Just about a half a dozen years before they shut the whole place down. 
So there was a big school up there. 

Harry: What other question did you have about the schools? 

Garnet: Well, I was just wondering like just getting around to the schools. 
[question inaudible] 

Harry?: Well, he started school in Penny. 

Dan: How far were we from the school? A mile and a quarter? 

Earl: No. 

Dan: No? How far? 

Earl: Well, half a mile. 

Dan: You look at that map. And it was uphill both ways and there was 7 feet of 
snow. 

[laughter here] 

Dan?: You walk to school and it was ... I don't remember school being closed 
because it was too cold and there were days that it was cold. We talked about a 
time when the mercury in the thermometer was all in the bulb at the bottom and 
the last line was 60 degrees below zero. So we never stopped going to school. 
And talk about eating frozen lunch in the winter time. By the time I got to school 
my lunch was frozen. We were never allowed to bring them in the classroom. 
They had to stay out on the porch. With your boots and your coats. I mean these 
were small rooms. There wasn't room inside. There's a pot-bellied stove and I 
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used to leave home with just my eyes showing. I walked to school, walked home. 
And the teacher had to make sure at the end of the day, when you were heading 
for home, that you left in the same condition you arrived because when you've got 
to walk for 30 minutes or 45 minutes, it's pretty cold. My favourite lunch was a 
[inaudible ??]. It had to be a red one. 

Earl: A [inaudible??]. We managed to buy a [inaudible??]. 

Dan: Peanut butter sandwich. A peanut butter and jam sandwich. 

Earl: You going to tell about your dog. 

Dan: Silver. He used to ... I don't know where the dog came from but he was my 
dog from the farm. He was my dog. He'd come looking for me with a stick in her 
hand, and he'd come up behind you and take the stick out of your hand. So he was 
my protector and when I started going to school, he would go to school and 
anybody that would horse around with me, he would have to deal with the dog. So 
that was a [inaudible ??] dog. 

Earl: We had to give him away. 

Gail: And the teachers stayed long or was there quite a turnover, I think, until they 
got married into the community? 

Dan: Yeah. Ann Marie married Uncle Joe and she ... Well they left in '54 or so. 

Earl: She didn't teach all the time. She started raising a family right away. 

Dan: Yeah, when she started having children. Like she had finished teaching by 
the time I started school. Alder Boudreau was there for the first year and Erica 
Wards, Erica ... what was her name? Anyway, she married Allen Ward who was 
killed in a plane crash. And that's old Mrs. Ward's ... 

Earl: That was with Ward, Shawn. 

Dan: Shawn Ward 

Earl: That plane that crashed was ... that little [inaudible??] that Guy Bess 
owned. 

Harry: [comment unclear] 

Earl: When we sold it to them, we sold it to them and they hit that wire at Mile 48. 
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Harry: Right across the river. 

Dan: Yeah, and Alder Boudreau showed up in ... the first year was 1950 and she's 
still there. She married Clarence and they've never left. So it depended. Some of 
them would be there for a year and they'd see the place and they'd get sick of the 
place and they'd get sick of being the attention of all of these horrible and pumped 
guys, single guys working in the mill or in the bush, and then ... But many of them 
stayed and married into the community. Well, they probably married guys who 
were transient mill workers and they ended up settling there. 

Gail: That's the other thing, you may have answered this last time, but how did 
you end up in Penny? How did you know about Penny? Were there · 
advertisements in Manitoba or ... ? 

Earl: I was working in ... my first winter it was in the woods piling brush. The 
next winter, I'm in the sawmill and I worked up to be a setter at a very young age, 
mainly because my brothers that were in the year before were now in the army, 
eh? And it was young people ... I got to be a setter. I used to ride the carriage and 
... [name inaudible] knows what it is. 

Gail: I don't know what a setter is. 

Earl: No, I was just wasting time. Anyway, I became a setter. 

Dan: She wants to know ... what is a setter. She wants to know what it is. She 
doesn't know what it is. 

Earl: Oh, well okay. There's a carriage that runs up and down that's driven by a 
cable or steam or something, or electricity, up and down a track and this log is 
attached to the carriage. Not attached - it's dogged; it's secured to the ... It goes 
into the saw and makes a cut and comes back and makes another cut, okay. To 
make another cut, a setter has to set that. 

Gail: Okay. 

Earl: 1 inch or 2 inch or 4 inch, whatever the sawyer wants to tell you. The sawyer 
tells you what to do. You just stand up and .... Well that's what a setter is. 

Dan: He rode the carriage. 

Earl: Yeah and all I can tell you, it's bloody hard work. But anyway, 

Harry: The jig would be assisting to tum the log as well. 
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Earl: Oh yeah and rough. When the [inaudible??] was steam fed. Well, that's 
cushioned eh. Well you'd just ride it there and you'd hook a cable. But with a 
cable holding ... when they stopped that sucker boy you'd better be ready or else 
you're going to end up over here. Maybe that's what started my knee problems. 
But anyway, at that time it was winter sawing out there. It was summer sawing ... 

Harry: In Penny. 

Earl: In this area okay because it was on water. The sawyers and saw-filers used to 
work out there in the winter time, not all but some of them, and work out here in 
the summer time. But this old saw-filer that was out there that winter, old Joe 
Fairfield, came to me one day and he says "do you want a job in BC?". I'm now 
17. "Yeah". Oh God, that's like the other side of the burrow eh. BC, yeah. "Well 
why?" "Because", he says, "I just got a letter from a superintendent, who was Roy 
McGilvray, and asked me to try to hire a setter and two big sweet lumber pilers". 
They used to jack the lumber up with one of these. You had to be [inaudible ??] . 
"So, if you want the job, I'll write a letter and tell him that I've obtained 
[inaudible??]". And so when the time come to go, talking about working for $1 a 
day sort of thing, and six days a week right there, day shift was 10 hours, night 
shift was 11 hours, and all winter. The only time you saw the camp in daylight 
was on Sunday because you'd go to work in the morning every week. We had our 
breakfast at 6, they'd have their dinner at 6. So anyway, you stay all winter, 
there's a $5 a month staying bonus. That's a bonus if you stay right through to the 
end. Now I had to be in Penny at the first of May, sounds right. Well I'd made up 
my mind that I wasn't going to miss out on this opportunity and it was tough. My 
two brothers were in Hong Kong and they were missing. There was no word. One, 
we found out later, one got killed and the other one spent 4 years as a prisoner 
over there, but at that time we didn't know it. It was pretty tough. And my Dad 
was working way up at Churchill. He worked in the port there and he'd only get 
home maybe 4 times or so a year and in those days, if there was a job, you went 
and got it. It didn't matter where the hell it was. It was a job. So anyway, I stayed 
home for a week, so I had to quit. Well gee whiz, "you can't quit". It was tough to 
give in. And I said, "well, I have to quit. I have to be there". "Well, you're going 
to lose your $5". And I said, "I'm sorry, I guess I have to lose it".[inaudible ??] a 
little more than that. And I left. But that's the way they treated you too. And my 
grandparents and my Dad was millwrighting there for God's sake. You worked 
with these companies all their bloody lives and they took that 5 months or $25 
bucks away. So [Ted Bucks???] I finally end up telling him. He says "you can 
come back, you know, for next fall". And I said, "thank you very much. I had 
enough of Ted Bucks and I'll never come back here again". He says, "you'll never 
handle thatjob".[inaudible]. And I said, "well, I'll take a crack at it". So that's 
how I got to Penny and I spent 10 years there, 9 years-10 years. 
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Gail: Do you know if that was fairly common, that people were sort of recruited or 
were there people who just came in on the train and popped off. .. 

Earl: No, at that time, remember Edmonton was more of a center. There was 
nothing in Prince George. Do you know how many people who lived in Prince 
George at that time? 3500. Okay, so the men that were hired, I'm sure, where did 
Cecil LeClaire come from? Alberta. These guys came in from Edmonton because 
there was nothing in Prince George. There was no place to hire. They used to go 
to Prince George to spend their stake. The loggers and we used to go in there once 
in awhile but they [???inaudible ] it was recruited. They had the contacts, some of 
the men that was doing it as a business, to supply men. 

Gamet: Some of these mills were the biggest mills between Edmonton and Prince 
Rupert. [comment inaudible] 

Earl: No there was nobody who just showed up for a job. Places were too hard to 
get to for anybody to just show up looking for work. 

Gail: they wouldn't hear about ... 

Earl: Well, how do you get there? 

Harry: You've got to get out of the train eh. You've got to have money to buy a 
ticket and you're not going to buy a ticket unless there's a job on the other end. 

Earl: I remember coming from ... and I confirmed the fact that I told Mr. Sparks at 
the mill I would never be back, I remember coming from Hinton and coming in 
through the Mt. Robson area and we hit the Fraser and it was still daylight... 

[end of side 3] 

Harry?: I just [started?] High School and University in Vancouver and this was 
about as far north as I could go where there were still trees, forest trees. 

Earl: [comment unclear - something about going to the washroom]. I drank so 
much coffee, I've got to get rid of some of it. Is it on this floor? 

Gail: Yeah. If you go down to the end of the hall, around the comer and around 
another comer, it's right there. 

Earl: Don't need a map eh? 

Gail: No. 
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[Discussion about taking a bathroom break] 

Tracy or Aileen: So you went to school in ... high school you said, and university 
atUNBC. 

Harry: Yeah. And I had enough of getting rained on the coast, and summer jobs, I 
decided I was going to work in the interior. So this is where I came. 

Gail: Is that forestry related? 

Harry: Yeah, forest engineering actually. 

Gail: [ comment unclear - something related to mining] 

Harry: Mining in the summer time, cutting wood in the winter time. Bum a lot of 
wood in the cold country, so ... My grandmother came in the original gold rush 
and then stayed and then my Dad was born, and so on. 

Gail?: Barkerville or for the north [inaudible??] gold rush. 

Harry: No, the Yukon. Actually he came down from the gold rush there. The gold 
rush in that one was 1898. The gold rush they talk about is 1898 instead of the 
Yukon-Klondike gold rush but that strike was in 1896 really. So, I go to 
[inaudible ??] 3 or 4 years. 

Gamet: So do you still have family there? 

Harry: No, but usually some other part of the family goes too and so ... it's a pretty 
great piece of country. I have a grandson that has a bit of gold fever. He's really 
quite comical. He did an [Aromin??] gold rush and the Gaim's family history 
project with this Heritage Fair they did through the schools here this year. So he's 
going to Edmonton with his project for the Canadian finals. 

Gail: Oh neat. 

Harry: ... he's got a long sluice box and some gold that he mined. 

Gail: Are there a number of people still prospecting up here or ... 

Harry: Oh hey, they're still mining, not just prospecting. There's still gold in them 
thar hills. 

Gail: Is the mine up there a major one? 
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Harry: No, all little, all little mines. It's all placer mining so it doesn't take huge 
pieces of ... [tertiary?] pieces of equipment. Same as Dawson City. There's still 
about 50 mines running around Dawson City but they're only 4 or 5 people 
[inaudible ??]. 

Gail: It's not [California???], there are a lot of people [comment inaudible] 

Harry: Yeah, sure. Oh these guys go up there for the summer. It's half holiday for 
their wives and kids and the guys work. Roll up [inaudible???] their equipment ... 
any real gold they get they put away and just declare enough to pay their fuel. 

Tracy: Just talking labour, I guess one of the things that my students were sort of 
observing as they looked over time was really sort of an introduction of unions 
and getting some kind of formation of labour and practices and those sorts of 
things. Do you have a strong recollection of any big changes in unionizing and 
that kind of thing, or strikes? 

Harry: Prince George had a really big problem here the year before I came, I think. 
It was either '53 or '54. 

Earl: 53. 

Harry: '53 was a big long strike and a very bad one, all kinds of violent actions. 
So I guess that was probably the beginning of unions in most of the sawmills. It 
never did really did catch on in the woods. But into this day it's practically 
[inaudible ??], or maybe none. No union logging operations in this part of the 
[inaudible ??]. The first union ... 

Earl: Are you finished? 

Harry: Yeah. 

Earl: The first union I experienced was at Penny in 1945. That was [inaudible ??] 
and they did organize Giscome. They went along the line and it finally comes to 
Penny. They became certified. I didn't know what the hell to do so I went 
[inaudible??] ... I didn't know if it was right, bad, or indifferent. Not knowing 
anything about it, I went to the old sawyer and said, "shit, what should I do here? 
They want me to join the union", but I didn't know whether I should or not. He 
says "you're pretty well going to have to do". He says "sooner or later its going to 
happen anyway". That's what the old guy told me. So I joined the union. 
[inaudible ??],'46, we were called out on strike. Okay, at that time the demands 
were 25 cents an hour increase, 54 hour ... 48 hour week, I'm not sure. 54 or 44, 
something like that, and union shop. That was the three demands. And that's what 
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... of course, the company said no and so we went on strike for six weeks and we 
went back to work for 12 V2 cents and we got the reduced work week, but no 
union shop. So, we were told, or I was told, that the companies would never 
submit to union shop. They'd store the belts before we got union shop. Anyway, I 
wasn't too happy with those results. The way it was, I said "what the hell did I 
gain out of this? This is a losing proposition". So at that time, you could quit. You 
didn't have to [stay in??] the union. There was no union shop of course and that's 
what they were looking ... union shop is more important than 25 cents an hour. To 
the union leaders. To me it was just the opposite. Two bits was more important to 
me than union shop, and I told them so. So that was my only experience with the 
union - wasn't any long ... And I wouldn't join after that. It wasn't long after that I 
was in Vanderhoof and was in management anyways so I didn't have to join. But 
there was a union in 1945 in that East Line. The loggers, I don't know. I don't 
think it was but they could have, the loggers. I don't know. But it was a dollar a 
month, the dues and you paid ... they didn't check it off. This all came .... '53 
things changed a lot. I think we got the cheque off at that time, and the union 
shop, I think, came after that strike. And it was a tough one. 

Harry: It was a bigger strike. 

Earl: It was a bad one. 

Garnet: How long did it last? 

Earl: I can't remember. 

Harry: It wasn't 6 weeks. It was months. 

Earl: Yeah, yeah. It was a long one. 

Harry: maybe 3 months or more. 

Earl: That's why I can't remember. It was a tough one. It was tough. 

Dan: So it was soon after when we got to Vanderhoof? 

Earl: Yeah. There was another time when we ... there was a str ... There was a long 
time there was no ... 

Harry: Like there was mills running and trying to ship their lumber and trucks 
would get overturned, and all kinds of stuff. It was really bad. I mean, I wasn't 
even here but it was major stuff in the Vancouver papers. We had a debate 
between 3rd and 4th year forestry. We debated the union and whether it was good 
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for forest policy in BC and that's why I remember this sort of thing. 

Earl: There was a long time after that there was no trouble. There was always 
trouble but no major strike eh, and one time when Jack Munroe was vice
president, first vice-president of the 1W A ... see, at that time there was three 
contracts - the coast, the interior, and the north and there were all different 
contracts and all different teams, and the coast settled, then the southern interior 
was more or less expected to be somewhere close, and then the southern interior 
settled and the northern, ... we used to call ourselves the Northern Interior 
Lumberman's Association, NILA, and then we more or less had to accept that eh 
or there was trouble. Anyway, at that time, a fellow by the name of Inglis was the 
business agent or president of 1W A, and he was the head of the ... we did all our 
negotiating right up here too, in Prince George. And that wasn't good enough 
what they got in the south. We had to have more. So we were called into Prince 
George for a meeting and I got the call in Vanderhoof and went in. Bob 
Gallagher was [inaudible ??], it was debated on the line. He told us, "are we 
going to accept this or not?". Well we all said no. We could go along with the 
south, [inaudible ??] the north. So, he got in touch with Inglis and said "no". He 
said "you're going to get it, we're going to get it or we're going to go on strike". 
We were told to go home and be prepared to start [inaudible??] orders and say 
nothing to nobody, but just get ready for a strike because it looks like we're .... In 
the meantime, that night, Bob Gallagher phones Jack Munroe in Vancouver. Jack 
Munroe was on the plane the next morning in Prince George. He shook heads and 
the next afternoon we come back, we were told ... didn't come back, we were all 
told "forget it. We've got our contract". Jack came up, supposedly got these 
mutant leaders .... You know Jack Munroe? 

[everyone gives affirmation] 

Earl: What a guy, and supposedly shook ... bashed some heads, so say what you 
like about Jack Munroe. He's a very controversial figure but I tell you, when he 
says something, he means it. And he's, as far as I'm concerned, he's a hell of a 
good union leader. But he's [inaudible????] BC ferries and all kinds of crap. That 
has nothing to do with this. [comment inaudible]. Okay, so there is a history of 
union I guess. It's still pretty strong and going up here. I haven't heard any 
different. 

Harry: No, no, it's pretty well in all the mills, not quite all. Some of those Fraser 
mills are still non-union and there were some union loggers, eh. They had a union 
logging at Northwood for a period of time and then they eventually got out of the 
logging business. 

Earl: Yeah, it's all contracted out. 
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Harry: There's a little bit of teamster's activity here, trying to organize the 
truckers. They're all individual truckers basically, a few that have one, two, or 
three trucks or maybe a dozen. The teamsters have been sort of making noises and 
trying something but nothing much has ever .... You remember [inaudible??], we 
had all the truckers refused to haul sort of thing. Parked all their rigs outside your 
door. 

Earl: We had one ... the truckers .... we used to have the set up where, similar to 
like when we built the road there. We calculated everything out closely and what 
it would cost and then we built in a [prop??] for these guys. Same thing with our 
logging contracts eh. And we even had our own logging contract, our own logging 
truck crew, just so we could prove if you do it right, what it costs. So there has to 
be a [prop??] hour pay a little more. Well the same thing is with the truckers. We 
had mileage and we had different classifications for different roads. It was pretty 
thorough. We didn't want to overpay but we didn't want to underpay either. So 
anyway, the truckers, there's one haul ... we had about 50 or more, I guess, how 
many truckers. There's always a couple or three that want to stir the pot. "We 
want more money". "Well, you're going to have to come in and show me your 
books. Your going to have to show ... , not really show but an accountant will be 
here, we want to see how you're keeping books". A lot of them didn't have any 
bloody books. They only book they had was that cheque book. 

Harry: And nobody even ... 

Earl: Yeah and you'd often see these guys walking down the street with that 
cheque book under their hand, well you know that's a pretty shaky operator. You 
don't touch that guy. So anyway, they were going to strike, some of them "well 
we're going to be off next morning". Well, I was always up at 5:00 in the morning 
and I always tried to get up early and of course, the radio ... and I have a radio in 
my van, and I couldn't hear for anything with these guys yacking on the bloody 
radio. I get up to go to work, I noticed that the bloody radio is dead. Geez, the 
guys meant it, they're all at home. So we got a strike on our hands. So we never 
had ... they never belonged to any association. 

Harry: No, no ... 

Earl: So I had to be ... I worked for ... later on we got little sleep. For two days I 
had to meet with every one of these guys. Okay now, I'm not just going to come 
up and say "hey, you got what you want". They didn't get that but let's sit down. 
Now once you got a strike it's going to cost you money. It doesn't matter what the 
hell you're looking from. To get them back to work it's going to cost you some 
money so you have to just talk to everyone of them and show them ... So what 
happened, when I finished with these guys, talking in front of all these guys, these 
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truckers ... most of them were owner operators, and guys that I know, it's not 
always that pleasant but you have to do it. So there were a couple or three of these 
guys that weren't going to ... said "no", they wouldn't accept what we offered. So 
I said "I guess they're going to have to sit there because that's all we're going to 
do". So I was driving from the office in Vanderhoof to the sawmill in Dayton and 
they were meeting at Giesbrecht's. They were one of the biggest, there was 4 or 5 
of them, and they were meeting ... I could see they were all parked in front of this 
guy's house and I didn't care. I had something to do at the mill. They seen me go 
down .. . driving by, so I got to the mill's office and then the phone rang and he 
wanted this ... they wanted this and that, and I said "whoa, stop right here. This 
isn't right at all. I'm fed up with talking, enough talking". But I was going to say 
one more thing, "you guys are back to work tomorrow or you might as well pack 
er up and you're gone. There will never be another job here for you. We're fair 
and [inaudible??]". See what happened, next morning they were all back to work. 
But there's always, you've got to remember the problem there, it's not the whole 
bunch. There's always 2 or 3, the instigators, and so those are the guys you've got 
to talk the way I did. You do it or shut up, that's it. And that was the only time 
when all ... 

Harry: See the industry developed prior to ... 

Gamet: What year was that? 

Harry: on the coast, the president's ... 

Earl: Oh, '71, '72, '73, I don't know. I can't remember what happened. 

Gamet: It doesn't matter. 

Earl: I'm sorry, I don't know the date. 

Tracy: It's okay. Somebody sometime can answer that. 

Harry: See that's one of the major differences between the interior and the coast 
forest industry is that the coast industry developed with company owned logging 
camps and company logging shows. Where the interior developed from 
[chipper??] loggers, what [inaudible ??] is true and eventually, and to this point in 
time, just about 100% of all the logging in the interior is contracted including the 
hauling, whereas on the coast it is probably more like 30%. And so the 
government is introduced ... since companies have tenure in their tree farm 
licenses or forest licenses or whatever, they are required to contract a certain 
percentage of their timber to the contract loggers. Well on the coast, well, this is a 
requirement in the interior too, is that there's always been kind of a ... there's 
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nothing [inaudible??] in the interior because they don't contract 30% or 70% or 
whatever, they contract 100%. So it's never really been an issue. The only thing 
that they finally did here was that they made them contract for longer terms so that 
if a person is a full scale logger and logs, and does the logging and the hauling and 
the whole thing, he has to have a 5 year contract. It's a 5 year contract subject to 
agreement on the price on each individual piece of timber that he's going to log, 
of course. So all things being equal, he's got a 5 year job. It does allow them then 
to borrow money to buy the equipment and all that sort of thing. But it's still 
almost all... it's pretty much 100% contracting in the interior and only a portion 
contract on the coast. And I think it's been one of the things that has made the 
industry efficient in the interior, really, is lots of people who are their own 
entrepreneur will be in there. They're fixing their own truck on their own time on 
the weekends and all this sort of thing. It's made a pretty good industry with a lot 
of profit oriented people at different levels as opposed to just big owners. 

Earl: Add to what I said about my experience ... These are all great guys okay? 

Harry: Sure. 

Earl: But they weren't business men, okay? And they worked their butts off, 
okay? To work out by the hour what they got, it wasn't worth it but to drive that 
bloody truck with their name on the door, that was it, okay? They shouldn't ... and 
they were over-financed. Some of these guys would come in and I said, "how in 
the hell do you expect us to pay you enough for those logs if you got a ... ". In 
those days it was about $100 ... at least $100,000 to buy a truck and trailer and 
you got $10,000 down. How in the hell .... I said "you're working for the bloody 
finance companies". Some of those guys .. . 

Harry: [inaudible ???] brothers in business. 

Earl: Some of these guys are not going to, you know ... and I tell you ... this may be 
interesting, but anyway someone would come in and want a job hauling logs. Well 
he doesn't even own a truck. He probably drives a truck. Some of these guys that 
own 2 or 3 trucks, they said they'd have to hire. That's a mistake they made once 
they got more than one. That's when they went broke. But anyway, as long as they 
were one they could handle it by themselves and they were making money, but 
anyway they'd come in and so the next thing, we'd get a phone call from the bank 
and want to know if they could see the contract for so and so but he doesn't even 
got a bloody job. Well he said, he's got a truck. But he hasn't got a truck yet. He 
wants to buy a truck. So he goes to the bank with the b.s. that he's got a job with 
[inaudible ??]. Either I or John would tell him "no", and then the next thing, we 
get a call from Kenmore Truck or Back Truck or somebody, same bloody story. 
So and so got a truck and wants to buy a truck. Does he have a job? Well, he's 
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asked for a job. He'll have the job if we need somebody and if he comes and 
applies for it but he'll have to get in line with everybody else because there was 
surplus men on the trucks. But that was fine and he'd get turned down and some 
of them even wanted to ... to the point where we'd have to consign ... he'd have to 
consign his paycheque to the bank. He couldn't even have control of his own ... 
because he was so heavily financed, eh. So it's pretty tough. So anyway, I've seen 
on one occasion this particular guy that was refused twice, it was like we were 
told that we told the trucker and the truck companies and the bank that the guy 
hasn't a job but there's a possibility that if he had a truck, if he'd come and apply 
for work .... And the next thing, out of my office, I can see down the highway, 
here's this sucker coming down the hill with a new truck. And he even had his 
name painted on the bloody door and I thought, I'm going to follow that sucker. I 
get up and out into the truck and I go follow him. He drives right around to the 
coffee shop in Vanderhoof or whatever it is, and he's parked right there so 
everybody can see his bloody truck, eh. He doesn't have a job but the bloody truck 
company made a mistake there. But the bank knew. The banker would not give 
him the money but the truck company just let this guy. And I don't know if he 
ever got a job ever but he had a brand new truck. 

Harry: Well it wasn't his, of course. His name was on it. 

Earl: You know, I have something that ... truck drivers, they're a little different 
people. They think that that's the end of it once they become a truck driver, own a 
truck. They don't have to do anything anymore. That's it. And that's the truth, but 
you have to know that. But all in all they work hard. [comment inaudible] 

Harry: You get up early in the morning and you see the first load of logs arriving 
in town at 6:00 or something in the morning, you really know that these guys put 
in long hours. 

Earl: 10:00 at night he's still monkey-wrenching. 

Harry: Yeah, so they earn their money, I think. They're so bloody honest. They 
left at sunrise. [inaudible??], coming from the east, driving 3,4 of those. 

Earl: And another thing too. They'd have maybe 2 - 3 months in the spring. Not 
enough work to do, eh. They're off, like there's no logging eh. You know, break 
up sometimes it was in June, sometimes it was little early. 

Harry: Finance charges going on. 

Earl: But these guys would walk around with this bank book eh, you know, and it 
didn't matter ... they paid for the baby buggy, they paid for the groceries, they paid 
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everything but they had no records for anything and then I'd say to them, "well, 
show me your statement". Well we don't have a statement. "Well then how the 
hell do you know we're not paying you enough". "All I know is comes about the 
20th of the month, I don't have any money left in the bank". That's his [inaudible 
??]. The bloody .... I'm sorry. So, I'm just throwing that in but on top of it all, 
you'd have to sacrifice, these guys. They got talked into things, some of them, that 
they shouldn't have. Others that did have their truck, worked hard, earned every 
bloody nickel they made. 

Harry: Something Earl, you should talk to these guys about is a little bit about 
evolution of the mills themselves. Because the only mill you really described was 
the one you rode back and forth on the carriage on eh, whereas ... then you started 
to talk about the one that had the sash gang and so on, and then the scrag mills, 
chip and saws, and so on. There was quite a progression there. 

Garnet: Well, you don't have to say anymore. 

Harry: You may want to explain what some of those terms mean. 

Gamet: What was the mill like in Penny when you started there? 

Earl: Oh, it was a double cut band and something else that you probably ... 

Garnet: That's pretty early for a band saw. 

Earl: You bet. Band and double cut too and riding that bloody carriage, you had to 
sit here and then go up the other side. Boy, I'll tell you. 

Harry: See, most of these mills would have had a circular saw, maybe a second 
one if they had some big logs. So band saw was ... 

Earl: Giscome had a band, Harry, too. And this particular mill, the one that was 
before this band was burned down, that was Myers. They had a circular. But this 
is a double cut band. 

Harry: Well, see that's a band saw with teeth on both sides. Cuts going one way 
and then when the carriage moves over and comes back, you can cut a piece off 
coming the other way. 

Earl: It's all one band, one steel band. Two big wheels - one on top, one below. 
That's a band saw. 

Harry: Because the head blade is just a circular blade. 
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Earl: Well that's a circular blade. 

Harry: circular head. 

Tracy??: I guess that's something you've got to go down to a museum and see or 
something. 

Harry: Yeah, and they have one, the riggings for a big band saw down at the 
Railway Museum. 

Earl: See what's happening today, just to jump ahead a bit, you will probably not 
see a double cut [saw??] anymore. That's history. We've gone beyond that. 
Chipper saws and ... 

Harry: They don't nowadays want to see a log go through and come back. One 
shot! 

Earl: Once it's through, it just keeps right on going because it's all cut up with one 
pile of lumber there. Right through, one shot, see. 

Harry: But that was a major change. 

Male: Oh God, Harry, for years and years. Your gang saw did the same thing. 

Earl: At that time, see the sash, that gang saw that we bought, it had to be, I don't 
know .... That was really something, you know. And you just don't take that and 
set them up on a piece of concrete. 

Harry: Huge piece of concrete. 

Earl: Yeah, it's got to be anchored because .... 

Harry: It's like taking a window frame and putting a bunch of saw blades in it. 
And the window frame goes up and down and so as the log goes through, it just 
keeps sawing it. 

Male: And you would put through logs and then sometimes ... 

Earl: At that time, it was the best .... Today you look back, it was so bloody slow 
you wonder why you ever did it. But there was nothing else. That was the .... So 
from there .... 

Tracy: Sorry, when did that come in? 
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Harry: Late '50s. Well even, you said Tezzeron Lake, so that's '56, I guess, about. 
'56, '57. 

Earl: Anyway, you don't see these around anymore either. 

Harry: If you see an old mill site and you see a huge block of concrete still sitting 
there, it's from a sash gang. 

Gail: We were poking around the Sinclair Mill site and there's all the studs where 
these ... 

Harry: That's a Sash gang. 

Earl: That's from a sash gang, yeah. And yeah, see the head rig had these two 
[inaudible ??] CATS, to face the log, eh. To sort of go through .. . 

Harry: Then it went through as a Cat, but at least then it didn't have to be edged 
on all sides. Some of the lumber would be square when it come out the other end. 

Earl: Finished. 

Harry: stuff on the sides would still have the bark on it. 

Tracy: Could it go through like this and then when you go back again? 

Earl: You'd run it through a circular saw or your band head rig, take a piece off 
one side, flip it over, take a piece off the other side, then set it on one of the flat 
sides and run it through the sash. Lumber coming out the other end. 

Male: So you know, you could have either a 12 inches wide, 10 inches wide, 8 
inches wide, depending on the size of the log. And then it would [inaudible??], if 
you got 12 inches wide you'd probably get, I don't know, 6 or 7 2 x 12's out of it 
and then the edges would be barked. 

Harry: Part of the game of all this is, when Earl's first mill started when he was 
back east there probably, you know, they probably cut Y2 wide pieces, saw this 
stuff out 

Male: well curved. 

Harry: and then it wobbled arounds a bit as it went through the log anyway, so in 
order to make sure you'd get a 1 5/8 piece of lumber after planing, you had to cut 
the boards about 2 V2 inches wide. So you made a 2 Y2 inch wide board and then 
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trimmed it down, you let it shrink a bit drying, and then you planed it off, and you 
had huge volumes of planer shavings. 

Earl: Lots of shavings. Just wasted. 

Harry: and so these days, the thing is, even with that sash gang, you could set 
those things very accurate and you could cut the boards narrower and then you 
could plane off less, you get a lot of lumber out of that same log that you spent 
money on. So all of this effort was to try and gradually improve both ... [end of 
side 4] 
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